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Foreword

This document is intended for users of NIST reference materials who wish to gain some
understanding of how NIST evaluates and expresses measurement uncertainty reported in
certificates of NIST reference materials, and also for users who aim to learn how measure-
ment uncertainty may be propagated to derivative quantities that involve the corresponding
measured values. The document thus serves as a supplement and companion of NIST Spe-
cial Publication 260-136 (2020 Edition).

The table of contents, the lists of examples and of reference materials, as well as the
orientation and road map presented in the first few pages, include navigation aids, in the
form of hyperlinks, that enable direct and easy access to examples illustrating different
ways of expressing or propagating uncertainty, and to specific reference materials that are
mentioned in this document.

The document reviews the concepts of measurement, measurement uncertainty, and ref-
erence material, and includes a concise refresher of concepts and devices from probability
and statistics that are often used in certificates of NIST reference materials.

The bulk of the document comprises specific descriptions and concrete examples of
how NIST evaluates measurement uncertainty for NIST reference materials, of how this
uncertainty is expressed, and of how it may be propagated in applications that use NIST
reference materials. Illustrative computer codes implementing calculations described in
some of the examples are included in an appendix.
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as implemented in the 2020 TeX Live distribution from the TeX Users Group.
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Notices and Disclaimers

The certicates of NIST reference materials are not listed under References because
they are all readily accessible at https://www.nist.gov/srm, except for NIST CRM
PS1, whose certicate is available upon request from the NIST Material Measurement
Laboratory.
The term “certicate” is used throughout as shorthand for the document that accom-
panies each reference material produced by NIST, regardless of whether the values
assigned to the material properties are certied or non-certied. Similarly, the term
“reference material” encompasses all types of reference materials, and the term “refer-
ence value” likewise means any value assigned to a material property in a manner that
satises the requirements specied by Beauchamp et al. [2020].
Several examples in this document involve measurement results listed in certicates of
actual NIST reference materials, but may combine them with other, ctional data for
pedagogic reasons. If any results in these examples, or results that may be derived from
them, should dier from results stated in any certicates of NIST reference materials,
then they shall be regarded merely as illustrative examples that do neither impugn nor
replace the published reference values or associated uncertainties.
In all cases, the most recent versions of certicates published and maintained by NIST,
and companion NIST Special Publications associated with specic materials, are the sole
authoritative sources of certied (and non-certied) values, their associated uncertain-
ties, and other related information.
Computations described and illustrated in this document could be carried out using any
software environment where statistical calculations are implemented reliably. Here they
are all done using the R environment for statistical computing and graphics [R Core
Team, 2020].
The Appendix describes how to obtain, install, and use R, which is freely available for
all major computer operating systems, and lists R codes for computations supporting
several of the examples. These codes are oered without warranty of any kind concern-
ing their suitability for any particular or general purpose.
Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials may be identied in this document
in order to describe an experimental procedure or concept adequately. Such identica-
tion is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the entities, materials, or
equipment are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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1 Orientation

This document is a companion of NIST Special Publication 260-136 (2020 Edition) [Beauchamp
et al., 2020], that explains how NIST expresses measurement uncertainty associated with
reference values, and exemplies how such uncertainty may be propagated to derivative
quantities that involve these values.
The Road Map for navigating this document (Section 2) provides direct hyperlinks
to examples of NIST reference materials illustrating dierent ways of expressing or
propagating uncertainty. Users wishing to understand only the specic information
about measurement uncertainty provided in a particular certicate, may use this road
map to jump to the location in this document where such information is explained.
Section 3 (Notation) provides a succinct overview of the notation used in certicates of
NIST reference materials, and a brief introduction to the meaning of the corresponding
symbols. The other sections provide more detailed accounts of notation and underlying
concepts, as needed.
Section 4 (Introduction) provides basic information about NIST reference materials,
and reviews the concepts of measurement and measurement uncertainty.
Section 5 (Statistical and Probabilistic Concepts) provides a refresher of a few con-
cepts of statistics and probability that appear in certicates of reference materials, and
that are used throughout this document.
Section 6 (Evaluating Measurement Uncertainty) explains how NIST evaluates
measurement uncertainty.
Section 7 (Expressing Measurement Uncertainty) provides many examples illustrat-
ing dierent ways to express measurement uncertainty that are used in certicates of
NIST reference materials.
Section 8 (Propagating Measurement Uncertainty) gathers practical guidance for
propagating uncertainty, and illustrates it in concrete examples, several of which de-
velop further some of the examples introduced in previous sections.
The Appendix provides illustrative R code that implements the calculations supporting
several of the examples, and explains how the R environment for statistical computing
and graphics can be installed.
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2 Road Map

To reach guidance for how to propagate the uncertainty reported in the certicate of a
NIST reference material, or to gain familiarity with how the uncertainty is expressed,
click one of the colored (blue) example labels in the row of the following table that best
describes the information the certicate provides:

information examples

𝒖 8.1.a, 8.4.a
𝑼 6.6.a, 7.2.a, 7.2.c
𝒖 and 𝒌 8.4.a
𝑼 and 𝒌 7.2.a, 7.2.b, 8.2.a, 8.3.a
𝑼 , 𝒌 , and 𝝂 7.2.c, 8.4.a
Coverage Interval 7.3.a, 7.3.b, 7.3.c, 7.4.b, 8.8.a, 8.10.a
Asymmetric Coverage Interval 7.3.a, 7.3.b, 7.3.c, 8.8.a, 8.10.a
Replicated Determinations 7.2.d
Probability Distribution 7.3.b, 7.3.c, 7.4.a, 8.5.a, 8.10.a
Functional Measurand 7.4.a, 8.5.a
Qualitative Measurand 6.7.a, 6.7.c, 8.9.a

• 𝒖, 𝑼 , 𝒌 , and 𝝂 are labels referring to standard uncertainty, expanded uncertainty,
coverage factor, and number of degrees of freedom, respectively — their meaning is
explained next, under Notation;

• Coverage Interval means that the uncertainty is expressed as a coverage interval
stated explicitly, which need not be centered at the measured value;

• Probability Distribution refers to cases where the uncertainty is expressed as a fully
specied probability distribution, or as a large sample drawn from one such;

• Functional Measurand indicates that the measurand is a function (for example a
spectrum), not a scalar;

• Qualitative Measurand points to examples where the measurand is a qualitative
property (ordinal or nominal).

To return to the table above, click the label of any example throughout this document,
because they all point back to this Road Map.
Clicking on a colored (blue) bibliographic reference anywhere in this document, will
take the reader to the list of References, beginning on Page 45. To get back to the page
where the reference was made, click the colored (blue) number of the referring page that
appears, in a smaller font size, between square brackets at the end of the description of
the bibliographic item.
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3 Notation

The expanded uncertainty 𝑈𝑝 (𝑥) associated with a value 𝑥 of a scalar quantity 𝑋 is the
most common expression of measurement uncertainty in certicates of NIST reference
materials.

For example, the certicate for NIST SRM 3161a Tin (Sn) Standard Solution (Lot No.
140917) states the certied value as 10.011mg/g ± 0.025mg/g. The “0.025mg/g”
is an expanded uncertainty. The statement conveys the belief that the true value
of the mass fraction of tin in the solution is somewhere between 9.986mg/g and
10.036mg/g, with 95 % probability.

The coverage probability 0 < 𝑝 < 1 (often called simply “probability” or “condence”),
usually written as a percentage (say, 95 %), quanties the strength of the belief that the
true value of the quantity lies within the interval 𝑥 ±𝑈𝑝 (𝑥).
Many certicates state the coverage probability separately, which typically is 95 %, and
omit the subscript from the symbol for the expanded uncertainty, writing 𝑈 (𝑥) instead,
or even just𝑈 when the value it pertains to is clear from the context.
The corresponding standard uncertainty is denoted 𝑢 (𝑥), or 𝑢c(𝑥) when one wishes to
emphasize that it is a combined standard uncertainty in the sense of JCGM 100:2008,
5.1.1 (GUM), comprising contributions from multiple sources of uncertainty that will
have been evaluated individually, each with its own standard uncertainty.
In many certicates where both the expanded and standard uncertainties are listed,
𝑢 (𝑥) = 𝑈𝑝 (𝑥)/𝑘𝑝 , where 𝑘𝑝 is the coverage factor, whose subscript 𝑝 is usually omitted.
In many cases, 𝑘𝑝 is a suitable percentile either from a Gaussian or from a Student’s 𝑡
probability distribution.
The coverage factor may be meaningful only when the underlying probability dis-
tribution that describes measurement uncertainty is symmetric, and it depends not
only on the coverage probability 𝑝 but also on the nature of the underlying probability
distribution that fully characterizes measurement uncertainty: whether this distribution
is Gaussian, rectangular, etc.
Many certicates state explicitly the number of degrees of freedom that 𝑢 (𝑥) and𝑈𝑝 (𝑥)
are based on, or they may state 𝑘𝑝 only. In some cases, 𝑢 (𝑥) and𝑈𝑝 (𝑥) are computed
one separately from the other. This is often the case when uncertainties are evaluated
using Monte Carlo methods. In such cases, the number of degrees of freedom is only
“virtual”, having been computed as the ratio𝑈𝑝 (𝑥)/𝑢 (𝑥).
The meaning of the interval 𝑥 ± 𝑈𝑝 (𝑥) depends neither on the number of degrees of
freedom nor on the coverage factor. However, to propagate the uncertainty that it
conveys, to derivative quantities involving 𝑥 , additional information is required, or
assumptions will have to be made if no such information is available.
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4 Introduction

4.1 The development of reference materials is an essential and dening element of
the mission of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Several NIST
laboratories produce reference materials, but the vast majority are produced by the
Material Measurement Laboratory (MML), following the guidance in NIST Special
Publication 260-136 (2020 Edition) [Beauchamp et al., 2020], under the NIST Quality
Management System, and consistent with applicable international standards.

A reference material (RM) is a material, suciently homogeneous and stable with
respect to one or more specied properties, which has been established to be t for
its intended use in a measurement process [Emons et al., 2006] [ISO, 2015, 2.1.1].
These properties can be quantitative or qualitative.

4.2 Each reference material is accompanied by a certicate that describes the nature of
the material, its intended purpose, how it shall be used, and the expiration date for the
certication. The certicate lists measurement results for one or more material proper-
ties, which may be quantitative or qualitative. The mass fraction of 25-hydroxyvitamin
D3 in NIST SRM 2973 Vitamin D Metabolites in Frozen Human Serum (High Level) is an
example of the former, and sequences of nucleobases in DNA of NIST SRM 2374 DNA
Sequence Library for External RNA Controls is an example of the latter.

4.3 In many cases, reference materials are documented in much greater detail than
their certicates allow, in 260-series NIST Special Publications, for example Paule and
Mandel [1970] or Sharpless et al. [2015]. In some cases, for example for NIST SRM 3246
Ginkgo biloba (Leaves) and for NIST SRM 2780a Hard Rock Mine Waste, supplementary
information about the reference materials is publicly available on the World Wide Web.

4.4 A measurement result comprises a measured value, and an evaluation of the asso-
ciated measurement uncertainty performed consistently with the NIST Quality Manual
[NIST, 2019, Appendix C] and with NIST Technical Notes 1297 [Taylor and Kuyatt,
1994] and 1900 [Possolo, 2015] (NIST Simple Guide). The evaluation of measurement
uncertainty should also be consistent with the provisions of the Guide to the expression
of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) [JCGM 100:2008].

4.5 NIST understands measurement to be an experimental or computational process
that, by comparison with a standard of reference, produces an estimate of the true value
of a property of a material or virtual object or collection of objects, or of a process, event,
or series of events, together with an evaluation of the uncertainty associated with that
estimate, and intended for use in support of decision-making [NIST, 2019, 3. Denitions].
The measurand (the property that is the object of measurement) may be quantitative
(scalar, vectorial, or functional), or qualitative (either nominal or ordinal).

The “standard of reference” may be a reference material, a realization of an
SI unit, or some measurement reference scale that a relevant community
recognizes, for example for ratios (say, “chemical shifts” in nuclear magnetic
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resonance, or delta values for isotopic compositions), counts (say, of elec-
trons in coulometry, or of replicates resulting from amplication in digital
PCR), etc.

4.6 Measurement uncertainty is the doubt about the true value of the measurand that
remains after making a measurement.
Measurement uncertainty can be quantied both for quantitative and for qualitative
measurands, or it may be expressed only qualitatively: for example, asserting with
highest condence that a particular leaf is from a plant of the species Ginkgo biloba,
or merely indicating that a particular Portland cement clinker is very likely to contain
more than 60 cg/g of alite.
The most complete quantitative description of measurement uncertainty is in terms of a
fully specied probability distribution on the set of values of the measurand, which can
be done both for quantitative and for qualitative measurands. Example 7.3.b describes an
instance of the former, and Example 6.7.c describes an instance of the latter.
In most cases, measurement uncertainty is expressed summarily and approximately
by specifying only a coverage interval, or a particular indication of the dispersion
(or scatter) of such distribution, for example an expanded uncertainty or the standard
uncertainty [NIST, 2019, 3. Denitions].
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5 Statistical and Probabilistic Concepts

This section reviews several concepts and devices from probability and statistics that are
used either in certicates of NIST reference materials or in this document. These techni-
calities, which many users of our reference materials nd daunting, are necessitated by
the fact that the evaluation, expression, and interpretation of measurement uncertainty
involve those concepts and devices.
Freedman et al. [2007] provide a leisurely, entertaining, accessible introduction to basic
concepts and techniques of probability and statistics, requiring no more than high-
school algebra as mathematical prerequisite, and indeed sucing as preparation for
the reader to benet from this document. The more recent account by Diez et al. [2019]
is a well regarded, freely downloadable alternative.
Hodges and Lehmann [2005] is less popular than either of those two, more focused on
the technicalities but still with the same minimal prerequisites, and was written by two
luminaries in the eld.
Readers who will have studied calculus in high-school or college, may like to refer to the
2nd edition of Morris DeGroot’s (1986) Probability and Statistics [DeGroot, 1986], which
is out of print but may still be found as a used book, or to Possolo and Toman [2011]’s
tutorial on the same topics, which is intended specically for metrologists.

5.1 standard uncertainty. The standard uncertainty 𝑢 is the standard deviation of
the probability distribution used to describe measurement uncertainty (the concept of
probability distribution is reviewed below), or a quantity with a similar meaning: it has
the same units as the measurand.
The meaning of the standard uncertainty depends on the underlying probability distri-
bution. For example, the probability of obtaining a value within one standard deviation
of the mean is 68 % for a Gaussian (or normal) distribution, but it is 57 % for a uniform
(or rectangular) distribution, and 82% for a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with 3 degrees of
freedom.

5.2 expanded uncertainty. The expanded uncertainty, 𝑈𝑝 , for a specied coverage
0 < 𝑝 < 1, is an expression of measurement uncertainty such that, with probability
(or condence) 𝑝 , the true value of the measurand is believed to lie within𝑈𝑝 of the
measured value. The expanded uncertainties reported in NIST certicates are for 95 %
coverage probability (that is, 𝑝 = 0.95). The ratio between expanded and standard
uncertainties is the coverage factor 𝑘𝑝 = 𝑈𝑝/𝑢.

5.3 chance and probability. Probability is a concept that may be interpreted in
many dierent ways [Hájek, 2007]. The interpretation that is most apt for use in the
quantication of measurement uncertainty is as expression of degree of belief (in the
truth of an assertion about the measurand) reecting the extent of one’s knowledge
about the true value of the measurand [O’Hagan, 2014].
Campbell [1920, Chapter VII] distinguishes chance from probability, employing the
former for events that show no regularity whatever and for which no forecast can be
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made, and using the latter as a measure of one’s degree of knowledge.
Carnap [1962, Chapter II] also favors a dual understanding, distinguishing two kinds of
probability. One kind expresses degree of conrmation of a hypothesis with respect to a
corpus of evidence. The other kind describes a property ascribed to unpredictable events,
as in games of chance, for example roulette, or in radioactive disintegrations.
It should be noted that even such “physical” probabilities as seem to be intrinsic prop-
erties of games of chance and radionuclides, need not necessarily be interpreted as
frequencies in the long run, for they can be regarded as expressions of propensity instead
[Popper, 1990].
Frequentist interpretations of probability, either in nite [Hájek, 1996] or in innite
sequences of events [Hájek, 2009], are notoriously decient. However, this does not
necessarily undermine the practical value of probabilistic or statistical methods based
on interpretations of probability as hypothetical frequencies in the long run [La Caze,
2016].

5.4 probability distribution. Imagine an explorer looking for buried treasure with
the aid of a map that is colored in shades of gray: the darker the shade over a region, the
more likely it is for treasure to be buried there.

A probability distribution is like these shades of gray, or like a dis-
tribution of mass over the set of possible values for a measurand:
the true value of the measurand is more likely to be where the
shades are darkest, or where the mass density is the largest.

5.5 random variable. To characterize the uncertainty surrounding an estimate of
a (quantitative or qualitative) property — say, the mass fraction of tellurium in NIST
SRM 3156 Tellurium (Te) Standard Solution (Lot No. 030730) — it is convenient to model
it as a random variable. This does not mean that the property is changeable, or that it
varies unpredictably. It means simply that the property in question has a probability
distribution as an attribute that describes how well (or how poorly) one knows its true
value.
For example, the certicate of NIST SRM 3156 lists the certied value of the mass frac-
tion of tellurium in the solution as 10.005mg/g, and states that NIST is 95 % condent
that the corresponding true value lies between 9.967mg/g and 10.043mg/g.
The certicate provides additional information stating that 𝑘𝑝 = 2.165, and that 𝑈𝑝 is
based on 12.7 degrees of freedom. The additional information suggests, albeit implic-
itly, that NIST assigns a very specic probability distribution as attribute of that mass
fraction, as means to characterize the associated uncertainty. The specic distribution
is a (rescaled and shifted) Student’s 𝑡 distribution with 12.7 degrees of freedom, mean
10.011mg/g, and standard deviation ½(10.043mg/g − 9.967mg/g)/2.165 = 0.017 55mg/g.

5.6 student’s 𝑡 distribution. The (rescaled and shifted) Student’s 𝑡 probability
distribution has three dening parameters: median `, scale 𝜏 > 0, and number of degrees
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of freedom a > 0. The distribution is symmetrical around `, and its probability density is
bell-shaped.
The Gaussian distribution (5.7) also has a bell-shaped probability density. However, if
one compares the shapes of the two distributions, when they have the same median and
the same scale, Student’s has the heavier tails — meaning that the probability of large
deviations from the median is greater for Student’s than for the Gaussian. The smaller
the number of degrees of freedom a , the heavier the Student’s 𝑡 tails by comparison
with the tails of a Gaussian distribution with the same median and scale [DeGroot and
Schervish, 2012]. If a > 2, then the distribution has nite standard deviation 𝜏

√
a/(a − 2).

The larger the a , the closer to Gaussian the Student’s 𝑡 distribution becomes.
The Student’s 𝑡 distribution goes hand in hand with the Gaussian distribution, owing
to the following fact concerning the average 𝑥 and standard deviation 𝑠 of a sample
𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑚 drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean ` and standard deviation 𝜎
(both unknown): (𝑥 − `)/(𝑠/

√
𝑚) is like an outcome of a Student’s 𝑡 random variable with

median 0, scale 1, and𝑚 − 1 degrees of freedom. The Student’s 𝑡 distribution thus gets
around the diculty caused by not knowing 𝜎 , and makes due allowance for the fact
that 𝑠 is not 𝜎 [Mosteller and Tukey, 1977].
The reason why the GUM (particularly in its Annex G) gives such pride of place to the
Student’s 𝑡 distribution is a little more convoluted than the relationship between this
distribution and averages and standard deviations of Gaussian samples reviewed above.
The GUM is mostly concerned with output quantities that, in small neighborhoods of
their true values, are approximately linear functions of the true values of the correspond-
ing input quantities. On the one hand, this ensures that the formula the GUM oers for
𝑢c(𝑦) is accurate.
On the other hand, that approximation implies that the output quantity 𝑌 is approxi-
mately equal to a sum of independent random variables (if the input quantities indeed
can be so modeled). The GUM G.2 then invokes a result from probability theory, the
so-called Central Limit Theorem [DeGroot and Schervish, 2012, Theorem 6.3.3], to
argue that, under specied conditions, 𝑌 will have a probability distribution that is
approximately Gaussian.
In these circumstances, if [ denotes the true value of 𝑌 , then (𝑦 − [)/𝑢c(𝑦) is approx-
imately like an outcome of a random variable with a Student’s 𝑡 distribution whose
number of degrees of freedom is given approximately by the Welch-Satterthwaite
formula (reviewed below, in 5.13). This is the reason why the GUM suggests using
coverage factors that are suitable percentiles of a Student’s 𝑡 distribution.
To compute the probability that the true mass fraction
of tellurium in NIST SRM 3156 (Lot No. 030730) lies
in a specied interval, say between 10.000mg/g and
10.050mg/g, using a Student’s 𝑡 distribution, execute
the following lines of R code:

mu = 10.005; U = 0.038
k = 2.165; nu = 12.7
u = U / k
Lwr = (10.000 - mu) / u
Upr = (10.050 - mu) / u
pt(Upr, df=nu) - pt(Lwr, df=nu)

This R code computes the area under the probability density curve of a Student’s 𝑡
distribution with 12.7 degrees of freedom that lies between the standardized endpoints
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of the specied interval. The standardized endpoints are (10.000 − 10.005)/(0.038/2.165)
and (10.050 − 10.005)/(0.038/2.165).
Once the coverage probability 𝑝 has been chosen, the coverage factor 𝑘𝑝 and the number
of degrees of freedom a are not independent, but one determines the other, as explained
in Example 7.2.b and developed in A.3. The number of degrees of freedom typically
refers to the number of independent pieces of information that contribute to an estimate
of a standard deviation, in which case one expects it to be an integer. However, and
in general, the number of degrees of freedom of the Student’s 𝑡 distribution is just a
parameter that serves to distinguish dierent members of this family from one another,
and need not be an integer (but must be positive).

5.7 gaussian distribution. The Gaussian distribution is usually called “normal”
distribution. Since Carl Friedrich Gauss [Gauss, 1809] was the rst to explain, in 1809,
the role of this distribution in the characterization of measurement errors, and also
because John Tukey for good reason casts doubt on the “normality” of the normal
distribution [Tukey, 1977], we call it “Gaussian” throughout.
The certied mass concentration of 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 in NIST SRM 2973 Vitamin
D Metabolites in Frozen Human Serum (High Level) is 39.4 ng/mL, and the expanded
uncertainty is 0.8 ng/mL. The certicate states that the coverage factor was 𝑘 = 2.
In practice, a coverage factor of 2 is often regarded as the result of rounding 1.96, which
is the factor for 95 % coverage when the output quantity is Gaussian. Proceeding on
this assumption, the probability that the true mass fraction is greater than 40.0 ng/mL,
computed using the R language [R Core Team, 2020], is 1-pnorm(40, mean=39.4,

sd=0.8/2) ≈ 7 %.
Alternatively, one may interpret all coverage factors as percentiles of Student’s 𝑡 dis-
tributions, and compute the corresponding degrees of freedom using the R function
kInverter, dened in A.3 and used in Example 7.2.b. In Example 8.3.a the coverage
factor 2 is interpreted as the 97.5th percentile of a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with 60.4
degrees of freedom, which for just about all practical purposes is interchangeable with a
Gaussian distribution.
There are other probability distributions (some not even symmetrical) for which the
interval centered at the mean, of half-width 2 standard deviations, does encompass
approximately 95% of the corresponding probability [Freedman et al., 2007, Page 81].
However, there is no mathematical assurance that it will be so in general.

5.8 lognormal distribution. If a positive quantity 𝑋 is such that log𝑋 has a Gaus-
sian distribution, then 𝑋 is said to have a lognormal distribution. In this document, “log”
refers to the natural logarithm, that is, the logarithm base 𝑒 , so that 𝑥 = exp(log(𝑥)) for
every 𝑥 > 0. Logarithms base 10 are denoted log10, as in Example 8.2.a.
If the relative uncertainty modeled by this distribution is small (say, less than 10%), then
the lognormal distribution is almost indistinguishable from a Gaussian distribution with
the same mean and standard deviation.
This fact can help avoid diculties when applying the Monte Carlo method for un-
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certainty propagation [JCGM 101:2008] to a ratio where a Gaussian random variable
appears in the denominator. Since a Gaussian random variable conceivably can take
values arbitrarily close to zero, the ratio can become arbitrarily large (in absolute value).
If the denominator must be positive, and should have negligible probability of being
close to zero, and its relative uncertainty is small (say, less than 10%), then it is best
modeled using a lognormal distribution instead.
Other cases where the lognormal distribution may be a useful model for uncertainty
include: (i) situations where standard uncertainties are proportional to measured values;
(ii) when replicated determinations of a positive quantity tend to be markedly skewed to
the right, or span several orders of magnitude.

5.9 skew-normal distribution. The skew-normal distribution generalizes the Gaus-
sian distribution by entertaining a modicum of asymmetry. It is used in Example 8.8.a to
model and propagate uncertainties expressed asymmetrically, and the NIST Uncertainty
Machine uses it to model uncertainties expressed this way. Other asymmetric distribu-
tions may be used for the same purpose (for example, the Weibull and the generalized
extreme value distributions). Possolo et al. [2019] illustrate the use of the skew-normal
distribution in examples from dierent areas of measurement science.

5.10 uniform (rectangular) distribution. If a quantity has a uniform (or rectan-
gular) distribution concentrated on an interval of nite length, then the probability of
it taking a value in a specied sub-interval of that interval is proportional to the length
of this sub-interval. The uniform distribution can be used to model the uncertainty
surrounding the atomic weights [Possolo et al., 2018b], in particular for those elements
whose standard atomic weights are given explicitly as intervals, as in Example 8.4.a.

5.11 beta distribution. The beta distribution is mentioned in Example 7.3.c, where
it is used to describe the uncertainty associated with the purity of benzoic acid. It is a
exible model for the uncertainty of quantities like mass or amount fractions, which
must lie between 0 and 1. Also for other quantities whose values, suitably rescaled and
shifted, can be mapped onto the interval (0, 1). The beta probability densities can take
many dierent shapes: bell-shaped (symmetric or asymmetric, skewed to the left or to
the right), U, L, or J-shaped. The uniform distribution is a member of this family. The
NIST Uncertainty Machine oers the (rescaled and shifted) beta distribution as a possible
model for input quantities, specied by the mean, standard deviation, and left and right
endpoints of its range.

5.12 linear combinations of uncorrelated random variables. If 𝛼1, . . . , 𝛼𝑛 are
constants (positive or negative), and 𝑋1, . . . , 𝑋𝑛 are uncorrelated random variables with
means b1, . . . , b𝑛 , and standard deviations 𝜎1, . . . , 𝜎𝑛 , then the mean value of 𝑌 = 𝛼1𝑋1 +
· · ·+𝛼𝑛𝑋𝑛 is 𝛼1b1+· · ·+b𝑛𝑋𝑛 , and its standard deviation is (𝛼21𝜎21 +· · ·+𝛼2𝑛𝜎2𝑛)½. These facts
should help understand the calculations in Example 8.4.a. Note that standard deviations
generally should not be added or subtracted. In some cases, it may be meaningful to
compute geometric averages of standard deviations, for example

√
𝜎1𝜎2, which is the

same as averaging their logarithms and exponentiating the result: exp((log𝜎1 + log𝜎2)/2).
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5.13 welch-satterthwaite. The measurement model considered in the GUM ex-
presses an output quantity as a function of several input quantities, 𝑌 = 𝑓 (𝑋1, . . . , 𝑋𝑛),
and models all of them as random variables whose probability distributions describe
their associated uncertainties.
To produce an approximation to 𝑢c(𝑦), the GUM approximates 𝑓 by a linear function in
a neighborhood of the measured values of the input quantities, 𝑌 ≈ 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑋1 + · · · + 𝛼𝑛𝑋𝑛 ,
whence it follows (when the inputs are uncorrelated) that 𝑢2c (𝑦) ≈ 𝛼21𝑢

2(𝑥1) + · · · +
𝛼2𝑛𝑢

2(𝑥𝑛).
Now, suppose that each 𝑢 (𝑥 𝑗 ) = 𝑠 𝑗/

√
𝑚 𝑗 is the result of a Type A evaluation, and that

𝑥 𝑗 is an average of𝑚 𝑗 observations whose sample standard deviation is 𝑠 𝑗 , the true
standard deviation being 𝜎 𝑗 . In these circumstances, a 𝑗 (𝑠 𝑗/𝜎 𝑗 )2 is like an outcome of a
random variable with a chi-squared probability distribution with a 𝑗 =𝑚 𝑗 − 1 degrees of
freedom.
Therefore, the approximate value of 𝑢2c (𝑦) above is like an outcome of a linear combina-
tion of independent chi-squared random variables. There is no closed-form distribution
for such linear combination, but it can be approximated by a chi-squared distribution
with number of degrees of freedom a given by the so-called Welch-Satterthwaite for-
mula [Satterthwaite, 1946; Welch, 1947]:

a =

(∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝛼

2
𝑗𝑢

2(𝑥 𝑗 )
)2∑𝑛

𝑗=1 𝛼
4
𝑗
𝑢4(𝑥 𝑗 )/a 𝑗

=
𝑢4c (𝑦)∑𝑛

𝑗=1 𝛼
4
𝑗
𝑢4(𝑥 𝑗 )/a 𝑗

.

5.14 welch-satterthwaite — application. A determination of nitromethane based
on the kinetics of its decomposition in the presence of excess base involved a pre-
liminary experiment to determine the rate constant, which produced the estimate
𝑘 = 1.62 s−1 with 𝑢 (𝑘) = 0.06 s−1 on 3 degrees of freedom [Skoog et al., 2014, Table 30-2].
The reaction involving the solution to be analyzed was replicated ve times, and al-
lowed to take its course over a period of average duration 𝑡 = 2 s, with standard un-
certainty 𝑢 (𝑡) = 0.1 s on 4 degrees of freedom. The average amount concentration of
nitromethane after that time was 𝑐𝑡 = 6.37 × 10−4mol/L, with standard uncertainty
𝑢 (𝑐𝑡 ) = 0.08 × 10−4mol/L, also on 4 degrees of freedom.
The estimate of the initial amount concentration of nitromethane is 𝑐0 = 𝑐𝑡 exp(𝑘𝑡)
= 6.37 × 10−4mol/L × exp(1.62 × 2) = 1.63 × 10−2mol/L. The sensitivity coecients
are 𝜕𝑐0/𝜕𝑐𝑡 = 25.53 for the nal amount concentration, 𝜕𝑐0/𝜕𝑘 = 0.032 53mol L−1 s
for the rate constant, and 𝜕𝑐0/𝜕𝑡 = 0.026 35mol L−1 s−1 for the reaction time. Therefore,
𝑢2c (𝑐0)/(mol/L)2 = (25.53×0.08 × 10−4)2+(0.03253×0.06)2+(0.02635×0.1)2 = (0.003285)2.
The eective number of degrees of freedom supporting 𝑢c(𝑐0), computed using the
Welch-Satterthwaite formula, is

a =
(0.003285)4

(25.53 × 0.08 × 10−4)4/3 + (0.03253 × 0.06)4/4 + (0.02635 × 0.1)2/4
= 7.43.
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Therefore, a 95 % coverage interval for the true, initial amount concentration of ni-
tromethane, based on the Student’s 𝑡a distribution is 1.63 × 10−2mol/L ± (2.337 ×
0.003 285mol/L): that is, ranging from 0.862 × 10−2mol/L to 2.40 × 10−2mol/L.
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6 Evaluating Measurement Uncertainty

6.1 Measurement uncertainty is evaluated consistently with a measurement model
that relates the measurand to observable values of properties that determine the value of
the measurand. For example, in a coulometric measurement, the amount concentration
of measurand (expressed in moles per liter, say) is related to measurements of electri-
cal current (passing through a solution containing the measurand) and of time (for a
particular chemical reaction to complete).

6.2 The measurement model may be deterministic, as in the direct spectrophotometric
measurement of the concentration of bilirubin in serum using the caeine reagent [Vink
et al., 1986] with measurement equation 𝑐sample = 𝑐std(𝐴465 −𝐴528)sample/(𝐴465 −𝐴528)std,
where 𝑐sample and 𝑐std denote amount-of-substance concentrations of bilirubin in the
sample under measurement and in the standard (for example, NIST SRM 916a Bilirubin),
and 𝐴465 and 𝐴528 denote the values of absorbance at 465 nm and at 528 nm [Vink et al.,
1988].
Or the measurement model may be statistical (also called observation equation) as
in the measurement of the amount fraction of methane in NIST SRM 1720 Northern
Continental Air via gas chromatography with ame-ionization detection (GC-FID), with
an analysis function built using errors-in-variables regression [Rhoderick et al., 2016].

6.3 Measurement uncertainty may be evaluated in a bottom-up fashion: that is, by
identifying all sources of uncertainty that make non-negligible contributions to the
uncertainty of the result, and by quantifying the contributions that they make to the
overall uncertainty. The results of this process are usually gathered in an uncertainty
budget. The contributions from these sources are then propagated to the estimate of the
measurand, typically through a measurement equation, as explained in the GUM, and as
implemented in the NIST Uncertainty Machine [Lafarge and Possolo, 2015].

example 6.3.a The gravimetric determination of the mass fraction of mercury in
NIST SRM 1641e Mercury in Water included a bottom-up approach to uncertainty
evaluation. The measurement equation is

𝑤1641e =
𝑚3133𝑤3133𝑚spike

𝑚spiking soln𝑚1641e
,

where𝑤1641e is the mass fraction of mercury in the material,𝑤3133 is the mass
fraction of mercury in NIST SRM 3133 Mercury (Hg) Standard solution,𝑚3133 is
the mass of SRM 3133 used in the rst dilution to prepare the intermediate spiking
solution,𝑚spiking soln is the total mass of that solution,𝑚spike is the mass of the
intermediate spiking solution used in the second (and nal) dilution step to prepare
SRM 1641e, and𝑚1641e is the total mass of this solution.
The following uncertainty budget is adapted from Butler and Molloy [2014, Ta-
ble 1], where “df” denotes the number of degrees of freedom that each standard
uncertainty is based on, and “model” species the corresponding probability model
for use in the NIST Uncertainty Machine.
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input estimate std. unc. df model

𝑚3133 1.0024 g 0.0008 g ∞ Gaussian
𝑤3133 9.954 × 106 ng/g 0.024 × 106 ng/g 12.5 Student 𝑡

𝑚spiking soln 51.0541 g 0.0008 g ∞ Gaussian
𝑚spike 26.0290 g 0.0008 g ∞ Gaussian
𝑚1641e 50 050.6 g 0.1 g ∞ Gaussian

6.4 The contributions from the sources of uncertainty listed in an uncertainty bud-
get may be quantied using statistical methods (usually based on the dispersion of
replicated observations of the value of the corresponding quantity), a so-called Type A
evaluation, or they may be quantied using other methods, a so-called Type B evaluation,
which may be based on historical information, expert knowledge about measurement
methods, etc.
Note that the uncertainty budget in Example 6.3.a does not specify how the contribu-
tions from the individual sources of uncertainty were evaluated (Type A or Type B)
because they are all treated alike in practice, in accordance with the GUM (4.3.3 and E.3).

6.5 Top-down uncertainty evaluations, including interlaboratory studies and com-
parisons with a reference, provide evaluations of measurement uncertainty without
requiring or relying on prior identication and characterization of the contributing
sources of uncertainty.

6.6 The evaluation of measurement uncertainty may involve both Type A and Type B
evaluations, as well as bottom-up and top-down procedures, in tandem.

example 6.6.a The certied value of the mass fraction of arsenous acid (H3AsO3)
in NIST SRM 3037 Arsenous Acid (AsIII) Standard Solution is 1.0442mg/g. The
associated uncertainty includes the results of Type A and Type B evaluations of
dierent sources of uncertainty that were combined to produce the reported uncer-
tainty in the form of an expanded uncertainty for 95 % coverage, of 0.0020mg/g.
The Type A evaluation involved application of the DerSimonian-Laird procedure
for consensus building. This procedure was used to blend replicated determinations
made for 10 ampoules using the same measurement method, and to gauge the
contribution from possible heterogeneity. The Type A evaluation was top-down
because it was based on the observed dispersion of the determinations made in the
dierent ampoules, with no attempt to diagnose its root causes.
The Type B evaluation focused on the sources of uncertainty aecting the gravimet-
ric titrimetry (including for the mass of the titrant, among others), and the results
of this bottom-up evaluation were summarized in an uncertainty budget.

6.7 Nominal and ordinal properties are kinds of categorical properties, which are
qualitative [Agresti, 2019]. NIST SRM 3246 Ginkgo biloba (Leaves) assigns the species
value Ginkgo biloba to the material, based on identifying sequences of nucleobases in
its DNA, and expresses the associated uncertainty qualitatively in an ordinal scale that
represents the strength of the belief in the assigned value.
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FASTA les [Lipman and Pearson, 1985] specify sequences of nucleobases in DNA or
RNA, for example for the plant Ginkgo biloba in NIST SRM 3246, or sequences of amino
acids in proteins, for example for albumin in NIST SRM 972e Bovine Serum Albumin
(7 % Solution). These les are plain text les comprising one or more comment lines,
followed by lines with strings of standard single letter codes representing nucleobases or
amino acids.
FASTQ les [Cock et al., 2009] list nucleobase assigned values and qualify each value
assignment with a quality score that can be translated into a probability of incorrect
assignment. Example 6.7.c uses FASTQ-style quality scores extracted from a Solexa prb
le distributed as part of the Bioconductor package ShortRead [Morgan et al., 2009],
to illustrate how the corresponding uncertainties are expressed using locus-specic,
discrete probability distributions.

example 6.7.a In NIST SRM 3246 Ginkgo biloba (Leaves) the certied species
identication is Ginkgo biloba, based on sequences of nucleobases from the psbA-
trnH intergenic spacer and trnL intron regions of the plant’s DNA. The uncertainty
associated with the identity assigned to each nucleobase is expressed in terms of its
opposite, condence level, drawn from the ordinal values: ambiguous, condent, very
condent, most condent.

example 6.7.b NIST SRM 927e Bovine Serum Albumin (7 % Solution) delivers
the certied value of the mass concentration of bovine serum albumin (BSA),
67.8 g/L ± 1.8 g/L. The certied value was derived from the mass concentrations
measured for ve amino acids (phenylalanine, proline, isoleucine, leucine, and
valine), together with the amino acid sequence of mature BSA (residues 25-607,
further interlinked with seventeen disulde bonds). The mass concentrations of
those amino acids were determined via amino acid analysis and isotope dilution
liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry (ID-LC/MS/MS).

Image from RCSB PDB
(rcsb.org) of PDB ID 3V03

The dening string for the protein comprises 583 letters
designating amino acids: dthkse. . .stqtala. In this
case the sequence is not used for identication but
for computing both the mass concentration of BSA
based on the mass concentrations of the ve amino
acids mentioned above, and the “theoretical” relative
molecular mass of the protein.

example 6.7.c DNA sequencing is the determination of the identity of the nu-
cleobases along a strand of DNA. Each locus along the strand is occupied by one
of four nucleobases: adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), or thymine (T). Genes
are sequences of nucleobases that encode the information that biological cells
use to manufacture their functional and structural components. The ability to
sequence and compare DNA fragments is key to understanding biological function,
identifying organisms, and characterizing relationships between them.
The sequencing method developed by Frederick Sanger and collaborators in the
late 70s remained the most widely used method during the subsequent forty years
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[Sanger and Coulson, 1975; Sanger et al., 1977], and is still in use today, alongside
higher-throughput alternatives. Sanger sequencing involves measurement of laser-
induced uorescence of DNA fragments labeled with uorochromes, and computer
processing of the observations.
Some computer programs used for this purpose, for example Phred [Ewing et al.,
1998; Ewing and Green, 1998], produce not only the identity of the nucleobase at
each particular locus along the sequence, but produce also quality scores that can
be converted into probabilities expressing the condence in the identication.
The sequence TTTTTATAATTGGTTAATCATTTTTTTTTAATTTTT is one of the
examples provided in the Bioconductor package ShortRead [Morgan et al., 2009],
and it is qualied with quality scores. Thymine (T) was assigned to the seventh
location in this sequence (highlighted in boldface above) because thymine had the
highest probability given the uorescence spectrum observed at this location.
The probabilities of the four possible values for the identity of the nucleobase at
this location were Pr(A) = 0.04, Pr(C) = 0.09, Pr(G) = 0.06, and Pr(T) = 0.81:
they add up to 1 and indeed are a probability distribution over the set {A,C,G,T}.
The entropy of this probability distribution, − Pr(A) log Pr(A) − Pr(C) log Pr(C)
− Pr(G) log Pr(G) − Pr(T) log Pr(T) = 0.69, is a quantitative evaluation of the
uncertainty associated with the identication of the nucleobase at this location:
the larger the entropy, the greater the uncertainty.
The entropy of a probability distribution describes the dispersion of the unit of
probability, and it is meaningful for probability distributions quantifying the
uncertainty associated with quantitative or qualitative measurands. However,
in those cases where both the entropy and the standard deviation can be computed,
they are not directly comparable because they are expressed in dierent scales. For
example, the entropy of a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 𝜎 is equal
to the natural logarithm of 𝜎 plus a constant.
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7 Expressing Measurement Uncertainty

7.1 The most thorough description of measurement uncertainty is in the form of a
probability distribution over the set of possible values of the measurand. However, this
is not how measurement uncertainty is usually expressed because (i) the concept of
probability distribution is abstract, mathematical, and generally unfamiliar, and (ii) the
purpose that the measurement result is intended to serve typically does not require
an expression of measurement uncertainty of such level of sophistication. When a
probability distribution is required for uncertainty propagation, a reasonable choice
consistent with the reported uncertainty usually suces, as illustrated in 8.

7.2 The most common expression of measurement uncertainty for scalar measurands
in NIST certicates is an interval believed to include the true value of the measurand
with approximately 95% probability. The meaning of the interval is the same regardless
of whether it is of the form 𝑥 ± 𝑘𝑝𝑢c(𝑥), where 𝑥 denotes the measured value and 𝑢c(𝑥)
denotes the associated standard uncertainty, or whether it may have been obtained in
some other way, or is not even centered at (and symmetric relative to) the measured
value. The aspect of the interval (symmetric or not) and how the interval may have been
derived do matter for how the uncertainty will be propagated, as will be discussed in 8.

example 7.2.a The certied mass concentration of 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 in
NIST SRM 2973 Vitamin D Metabolites in Frozen Human Serum (High Level) is
reported as 39.4 ng/mL ± 0.8 ng/mL with 95% condence, signifying that the
corresponding true value is believed to lie between 38.6 ng/mL and 40.2 ng/mL
with 95% probability. This is an expression of the state of knowledge that NIST has
about this material. It does not mean that 95 % of the values measured by users of
the material are expected to land inside this interval.
Suppose that users of this SRM make determinations of the mass concentration of
that compound in the material and obtain 34.85 ng/mL±2.45 ng/mL as measurement
result, where 2.45 ng/mL is an expanded uncertainty for 95 % condence.
Since this interval and the interval above do not overlap, the users are entitled
to conclude that their result diers signicantly from NIST’s. A formal 𝑧-test
of the statistical signicance of the dierence between the user measured and
NIST certied values yields a 𝑝-value of 0.0004 (refer to A.2 for the corresponding
calculations).
The 𝑝-value is the probability of observing a dierence as large or larger (in ab-
solute value) than the dierence that was observed, by chance alone, owing to
the vagaries of sampling and measuring the material, if the corresponding true
values (NIST’s and the users’) were identical. A small 𝑝-value suggests a signicant
dierence.
The conventional, statistical 𝑧-test of hypothesis is based on the dierence between
the two measured values, divided by the standard uncertainty of the dierence. The
validity of this test is contingent on the two values being compared conceivably
being outcomes of Gaussian random variables, and on their associated standard
uncertainties being based on innitely many degrees of freedom.
Now suppose that another user’s measured value is 37.45 ng/mL with expanded
uncertainty 1.75 ng/mL, also for 95 % coverage. Since the interval 37.45 ng/mL
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± 1.75 ng/mL and NIST’s interval overlap, and indeed overlap considerably, the
inference may be drawn that this user’s result is consistent with NIST’s, in the
sense that there is no signicant dierence between the true mean of the user’s
measurement and the true value according to NIST.
This is not necessarily the case because such inference is based on the all-too-
common misinterpretation of the overlap of the coverage intervals as being the
same as the overlap of the probability distributions that they summarize.
The combined standard uncertainty for NIST is (0.8 ng/mL)/2 = 0.4 ng/mL because
the certicate states that the coverage factor is 2. Assuming that the same coverage
factor applies to the user, the corresponding standard uncertainty is 1.75 ng/mL/2
= 0.875 ng/mL.
The dierence between the two measured values is 39.4 ng/mL − 37.45 ng/mL =

1.95 ng/mL. The standard uncertainty of the dierence between the measured val-
ues is the square root of the sum of the individual, squared standard uncertainties,
(0.42 + 0.8752)½ ng/mL = 0.962 ng/mL.
The test statistic is the standardized dierence, 1.95/0.962 = 2.03. The 𝑝-value of
the test is the probability of a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and standard
deviation 1 being either smaller than −2.03 or larger than +2.03. This probability is
4 %, which most people would regard as suggesting a signicant dierence. A.2 lists
R code implementing this computation.

example 7.2.b The certied measurement result for ascorbic acid (vitamin C) in
NIST SRM 3280 Multivitamin/Multielement Tablets is the interval 42.2mg/g ±
3.7mg/g, which is believed to include the corresponding true value with 95%
probability. The certicate explains that 3.7mg/g is the expanded uncertainty
computed as 3.15 times the standard uncertainty associated with this mass fraction.
Since the coverage factor is 𝑘95 % = 3.15 (rather than 2) suggests that the underlying
probability distribution that fully describes the uncertainty associated with this
mass fraction is a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with approximately 3 degrees of free-
dom, which is the output of kInverter(k=3.15, coverage=0.95). R function
kInverter, which is dened in A.3, computes the number of degrees of freedom
that correspond to a specied coverage factor 𝑘𝑝 and coverage probability 𝑝 .

example 7.2.c NIST SRM 3161a Tin (Sn) Standard Solution (Lot No. 140917)
is a solution with 10.011mg/g ± 0.025mg/g of tin that is part of a collection of
(more than 60) similar single element solutions intended to serve as calibrants for
spectrometry. The assigned value results from blending gravimetric and inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectrometric (ICP-OES) determinations [Possolo
et al., 2018a].
The associated expanded uncertainty for 95 % coverage, 0.025mg/g, comprises
contributions from sources of uncertainty that are specic to each of those two
measurement methods, and also a contribution, 𝜏 , or dark uncertainty [Thompson
and Ellison, 2011], expressing dierences between methods, that is evaluated in a
top-down fashion. A.4 lists R code to compute an estimate of 𝜏 in this case.
The relative expanded uncertainties of SRMs in this class range from 0.14 % to
0.38 % approximately, with 𝜏 often being the predominant component. In fact, in
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more than half of the NIST single-element spectrometric solutions, 𝜏 is at least
twice as large as the contributions that gravimetry and ICP-OES make individually.
Users will be unable to perceive dark uncertainty if they should measure NIST
SRM 3161a under repeatability conditions, because dark uncertainty manifests
itself only when independent measurements of the same measurand are compared
that have been made using dierent methods, or using dierent instruments,
possibly in dierent laboratories. (“Under repeatability conditions” means that
the same measurement procedure was used by the same technician, using the same
instrument under the same operating conditions at the same location, and over a
short period of time.)

example 7.2.d Li et al. [2014] used NIST SRM 927e Bovine Serum Albumin
(7 % Solution), which is introduced in Example 6.7.b, to validate a new analytical
method to determine the mass concentration of proteins in solution without the
need for specic protein calibration.
The validating experiments, conducted on ve dierent days, produced these esti-
mates of the mass concentration of the bovine serum albumin in NIST SRM 927e:
66.3 g/L, 67.6 g/L, 63.6 g/L, 66.5 g/L, 64.9 g/L. Their average was reported as 65.8 g/L,
and the reported uncertainty was 1.6 g/L [Li et al., 2014, Figure 5].
Li et al. [2014] do not explain the meaning of the reported uncertainty. Since the
standard deviation of those ve determinations is 1.6 g/L, the reported uncertainty
may be this standard deviation. If it should be so, then the reported uncertainty is
not directly comparable with the uncertainty listed in the certicate of SRM 927e,
1.38 g/L, because this is an expanded uncertainty for 95 % coverage with coverage
factor 𝑘 = 2.
To evaluate the agreement between the determinations made using the method that
Li et al. [2014] propose and the certied value, a 𝑡-test may be employed, with the
following criterion (where an additional signicant digit has been carried both for
the average of the ve determinations and for their standard deviation, and where
the measurement units cancel):

𝑡 =
65.78 − 67.38√︄(
1.55
√
5

)2
+
(
1.38
2

)2 = −1.64.

The rst term under the square root sign in the denominator, (1.55/
√
5)2, is the

squared standard uncertainty of the average of the ve determinations. The second
term is the squared standard uncertainty associated with the certied value (the “2”
in 1.38/2 is the coverage factor).
The reference probability distribution against which the value of the test criterion,
𝑡 = −1.64, should be compared, is a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with a degrees of
freedom given approximately by the Welch-Satterthwaite formula (5.13):
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a =

[(
1.55
√
5

)2
+
(
1.38
2

)2]2
(
1.55
√
5

)4
4 +

(
1.38
2

)4
60.4

= 15.7.

The “4” in the denominator is the number of degrees of freedom of the standard de-
viation of the replicated determinations, and the “60.4” is the number of degrees of
freedom corresponding to 𝑘 = 2, as produced by kInverter(k=2, coverage=0.95)
(A.3) when one wishes to interpret the coverage factor 𝑘 = 2 as originating in a
Student’s 𝑡 distribution rather than approximately as originating in a Gaussian
distribution
The 𝑝-value of the test is 0.12 (probability of drawing a value with absolute value
larger than 1.64 from a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with 15.7 degrees of freedom),
which suggests that there is no signicant dierence between the results of the
method that Li et al. [2014] propose and the certied value.

7.3 When the probability distribution used to describe measurement uncertainty is
asymmetrical, as in Examples 7.3.a, 7.3.b, 8.8.a, and 8.10.a, it is generally possible to pro-
duce an expanded uncertainty𝑈𝑝 (𝑥) such that 𝑥 ±𝑈𝑝 (𝑥) has the same meaning as when
the distribution is symmetrical, and it is also possible to compute a meaningful standard
uncertainty 𝑢c(𝑥). In such cases, however, the implied coverage factor𝑈𝑝 (𝑥)/𝑢c(𝑥) is
neither particularly meaningful nor useful.
It should also be noted that when the probability distribution used to describe measure-
ment uncertainty is asymmetrical, the shortest coverage interval with specied coverage
probability is not centered at the measured value. The NIST Uncertainty Machine can
model and propagate uncertainties expressed asymmetrically.

example 7.3.a The certied mass fraction of chromium in NIST SRM 606 Trace
Elements in Basalt Glass is 315mg/kg, with associated standard uncertainty 9mg/kg,
and a 95% coverage interval that ranges from 302mg/kg to 336mg/kg. The inter-
val is markedly asymmetrical, with the sub-interval to the right of the measured
value being 1.6 times longer than the sub-interval to the left of the measured value.
SRM 606 is a glass obtained after several cycles of melting and stirring the molten
basalt of NIST SRM 688 Basalt Rock, whose certicate (issued 37 years prior to
the certicate of SRM 606) puts the mass fraction of chromium at 332mg/kg, with
uncertainty 9mg/kg. Since the certicate states that this uncertainty is “based on
judgment,” one may conclude that it is the result of a Type B evaluation.
The example serves to illustrate how two measurement results may be compared
when the respective uncertainties are expressed using either asymmetric coverage
intervals, or asymmetric probability distributions. Next we will show that this can
be accomplished very easily. Examples 8.8.a and 8.10.a discuss similar, but more
challenging cases.
The simplifying fact is that the uncertainty surrounding the mass fraction of
chromium in SRM 606,𝑤srm606(Cr), can be described fairly accurately by a log-
normal distribution. In other words, that log𝑤srm606(Cr) is like an outcome of
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a Gaussian random variable with mean 5.76 and standard deviation 0.0273. By
analogy, a lognormal distribution will also be used to describe the uncertainty
associated with the mass fraction of chromium in SRM 688, so that log𝑤srm688(Cr)
is like an outcome of a Gaussian random variable with mean 5.80 and standard
deviation 0.0271.
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The challenge posed by the asymmetric distributions is resolved very simply by
comparing the results on a logarithmic scale, because on this scale the lognormal
distributions become Gaussian distributions, and a conventional statistical test of
hypothesis applies.
The 𝑧-test of equality of the true values of log𝑤srm606 (Cr) and of log𝑤srm688(Cr)
is based on the standardized dierence between the logarithms of the measured
values: (5.76 − 5.80)/(0.02742 + 0.02732)½ = −1.03. The corresponding 𝑝-value is 0.30.
The 𝑝-value is the probability of a Gaussian random variable deviating more
than 1.03 standard deviations from its mean in either direction, and means that
a dierence this large or larger (in absolute value) has appreciable probability of
occurring due to the vagaries of sampling alone, when there is no actual dierence.
The conclusion, therefore, is that the true values are not signicantly dierent. (A
𝑧-test conducted with 5% probability of erroneously rejecting the hypothesis of no
dierence would suggest rejecting this hypothesis only when the absolute value of
the standardized dierence exceeds 1.96.)
The only aspect remaining to be claried is how these lognormal distributions were
tted to the measurement results. A.6 lists R code implementing the computations
described next.
A lognormal distribution is determined by the values of two parameters, ` and
𝜎 > 0. Since the certicate of SRM 688 lists the measured value𝑤srm688 (Cr) and
the standard uncertainty 𝑢 (𝑤srm688(Cr)), by setting these equal to the mean and
standard deviation of a lognormal distribution, its parameters can be reproduced
exactly, by solving these two simultaneous, nonlinear equations: exp(` + 𝜎2/2) =
𝑤srm688(Cr) and (exp(𝜎2) − 1) exp(2` + 𝜎2) = 𝑢 (𝑤srm688(Cr)). The solution is
` = log([/((𝜏/[)2 + 1)½), and 𝜎 = (log((𝜏/[)2 + 1))½, where [ = 𝑤srm688 (Cr) and
𝜏 = 𝑢 (𝑤srm688(Cr)).
The situation is dierent for SRM 606, because its certicate provides four pieces
of information for the mass fraction of chromium: measured value, standard
uncertainty, and the endpoints of a 95% coverage interval. These lead to an over-
determined system of nonlinear equations for ` and 𝜎 that can be solved by weighted
least squares, for example.
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It is advisable to give the greater weights to the endpoints of the coverage interval,
best to characterize the tails of the distribution, which are its most inuential
feature for the purpose of uncertainty propagation. The details of these calculations
are provided in A.6.
If one would have chosen to ignore the information provided by the endpoints of
the asymmetrical coverage interval listed for NIST SRM 606, then the comparison
could have been done more simply as follows, considering that the standard
uncertainty of the natural logarithm of a measured value is approximately equal to
its relative standard uncertainty:

z = (log(w.606)-log(w.688)) /
sqrt((uw.606/w.606)^2 + (uw.688/w.688)^2)

2*pnorm(-abs(z))

This simplied approach yields 𝑝-value 0.18, while the more sophisticated approach
described previously had yielded 𝑝-value 0.30. The conclusion, of no signicant
dierence, would be the same in either case.

example 7.3.b NIST SRM 2780a (Hard Rock Mine Waste) is a powdered version
of the history of mining in central Colorado, comprising materials collected from
waste piles of abandoned mines there. The assigned values are mass fractions
of many elements, and the associated uncertainties are expressed as uncertainty
intervals believed to include the true values they pertain to, with 95% condence.
The certied value for chromium is 205mg/kg, with the uncertainty interval
ranging from 194mg/kg to 233mg/kg. The interval is not centered at the certied
value, but is asymmetric relative to the certied value, with the “right” expanded
uncertainty appreciably larger than its “left” counterpart.

example 7.3.c NIST PS1 Primary Standard for quantitative NMR (Benzoic Acid)
is intended for use as a primary standard for quantitative nuclear magnetic res-
onance (qNMR) methods [Nelson et al., 2018]. Dierently from most other NIST
reference materials, this one is available only under a Material Transfer Agreement.
The certied value is 0.999 92 g/g, and the asymmetrical interval ranging from
0.999 86 g/g to 0.999 96 g/g is believed to include the true value of the purity with
95% probability. The uncertainty surrounding the certied value can also be
characterized approximately by means of an asymmetrical beta distribution with
values of the shape parameters specied in the respective certicate.

7.4 The uncertainty surrounding estimates of measurands that are functions may be
expressed either (i) for particular values of the function, or (ii) in the form of a con-
dence envelope surrounding the measured function as a whole over the range of values
of interest. The rst option was used for absorbance spectra in NIST SRM 2034 Holmium
Oxide Solution Wavelength Standard (240 nm to 650 nm), at 14 wavelengths, and for
particle size distributions in NIST SRM 1003c Glass Beads (Particle Size Distribution),
at 19 percentiles. The second option was used for Raman spectra in NIST SRM 2242a
Relative Intensity Correction Standard for Raman Spectroscopy (532 nm Excitation).
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example 7.4.a The measurand in NIST SRM 1003c Glass Beads (Particle Size
Distribution) is a function 𝑄 such that if 0 < 𝑝 < 1, then 𝑄 (𝑝) is a length corre-
sponding to the proportion 𝑝 of the beads in the material (soda-lime glass beads)
of diameter less than or equal to 𝑄 (𝑝). The function has been certied at each
of nineteen particular values of its argument: for example, 𝑄 (0.50) = 32.1 µm
(hence this is the median diameter of the beads), with 𝑢 (𝑄 (0.50)) = 0.50 µm and
𝑈95 %(𝑄 (0.50)) = 1.0 µm.
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Let us examine this gure in some detail, because it conveys a lot of information.
The gure depicts two functions, one in blue, the other in red. By rights, each pair
of vertically nearby blue and red little horizontal line segments and dots should be
at the same height: the are shifted slightly from one another — one upwards, the
other downwards — only to make it easy to perceive the dierences between them.
Consider the blue function, which summarizes the results of measuring the parti-
cles using a Laser Light Scattering (LLS) instrument. Essentially the same expla-
nations apply to the red function, which summarizes the results of measuring the
particles using an Electric Sensing Zone (ESZ) instrument.
The blue function is represented by dots and line segments, each of which extends
to the right of the corresponding dot. The function remains constant as 𝐷 increases
over the range corresponding to a line segment, and then it jumps to the blue dot
immediately above where the line segment ends.
The jumps are a consequence of how the measured values were recorded. The
certicate does not list the diameters of individual particles. It says, for example,
that 15 % of the particles have diameter 24.2 µm or smaller, and that 20 % of the
particles have diameter 25.7 µm or smaller.
Therefore, at 25.7 µm (on the horizontal axis), the function jumps from 0.15 to
0.20. Before it jumps, that is, for values of 𝐷 between 24.2 µm and 25.7 µm, it stays
constant at 0.15.
The vertical axis of this plot could just as well have been labeled 𝐹 (𝐷), where 𝐹
denotes a cumulative probability distribution function. For example, 𝐹 (32.1) = 0.5,
which means that 50 % of the particles have diameter 32.1 µm or smaller.
In other words, 𝐹 and 𝑄 are two sides of the same coin, two dierent ways of
describing the same information. Using mathematical language, we can say that
𝐹 and 𝑄 are the mathematical inverses of one another: 𝐹 (𝑄 (𝑝)) = 𝑝 for every
0 < 𝑝 < 1, and 𝑄 (𝐹 (𝐷)) = 𝐷 for every value 𝐷 of the diameter.
Besides the certied values and associated uncertainties, the certicate lists two
sets of values of 𝑄 for each of ten bottles, one set determined using LLS, the other
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using ESZ. The gure above shows the results for Bottle 1 as listed in Tables 3 and
4 of the certicate. The largest vertical distance between the blue and red functions
is 0.05. Even though the certicate does not state the number of particles whose
diameters were measured, based on other information we believe that it was 1000.
The information just stated suces to carry out the so-called Kolmogorov-Smirnov
two-sample statistical test [Conover, 1999] of whether the true functions corre-
sponding to the observed blue and red functions are identical. A.7 lists R code to
perform this test, which yielded a 𝑝-value of 0.013.
This means that, if the true functions indeed were identical, then the probability
of seeing a dierence this large or larger, owing to the vagaries of sampling the
bottle, is 0.013. Since this is a small probability, we conclude that the dierence
is statistically signicant. However, the dierence is very small anyway, and it is
inconsequential for the material’s intended purpose.

example 7.4.b NIST SRM 2657a Oxygen in Nitrogen is certied for the amount
fraction of oxygen in nitrogen. The certied value is 1.9650 cmol/mol, with ex-
panded uncertainty 0.0055 cmol/mol for 95 % coverage. The units of this mate-
rial are gas mixtures in 6 L cylinders. Value assignment, and the corresponding
uncertainty evaluation, for this material and for similar gas mixture reference
materials, have been done as described by Guenther and Possolo [2011], improving
on [ISO 6143:2001].
The instrument used to measure oxygen in gas mixtures without interfering
compounds exploits the fact that the oxygen molecule is paramagnetic. To account
for any temporal drift of the instrument, the measurement data used for calibration
and for value assignment consists of ratios of instrumental indications to an
analytical control, designated as the SRM lot standard. Each ratio is the value
of the instrumental response for the sample under measurement, divided by the
corresponding, contemporaneous response for the lot standard.
First, an analysis function is built using NIST certied amount fractions and
associated uncertainties for appropriate primary standard gas mixtures (PSMs),
and their corresponding ratios of instrumental indications, obtained in the same
manner as for the material of interest. Second, this function is applied to the ratio
obtained for the mixture in each cylinder, to produce an estimate of its amount
fraction of oxygen.
Since the batch was found to be suciently homogeneous for the intended purpose,
all cylinders were assigned the same value, which was the average of the amount
fractions computed for the individual cylinders.
The associated uncertainty was evaluated by application of the parametric statis-
tical bootstrap, which allows computing a 95% coverage interval centered at the
assigned value directly, without involving the standard uncertainty or a coverage
factor.
The corresponding expanded uncertainty is half the length of this interval. The
standard uncertainty is the standard deviation of the amount fractions computed
for the cylinders in the batch, and the implied coverage factor 𝑘 is computed as the
ratio of the expanded and standard uncertainties.
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8 Propagating Measurement Uncertainty

8.1 The certicates of some older reference materials produced by NIST provide
certied values and evaluations of measurement uncertainty whose precise nature is not
specied. Typically, these materials were evaluated before the standards for reporting
uncertainty that are in use today had been formulated and adopted. In such cases, it
is recommended that the reported uncertainty be treated as if it were an evaluation
of standard uncertainty. If the certied value and its uncertainty are to be used in a
Monte Carlo method that requires specication of a probability distribution, then this
distribution may be assumed to be Gaussian, unless prior knowledge of the measurand
in this type of material, or general knowledge of the relevant chemistry or geochemistry,
suggests that a dierent model should be chosen.

example 8.1.a NIST SRM 278 Obsidian Rock is a nely powdered obsidian
extruded during the most recent eruption (around 640 A.D.) of the Newberry
Volcano, covering about 2.6 km2 of the Newberry National Volcanic Monument,
near Bend, Oregon. The certicate lists certied values for the mass fraction of lead,
𝑤 (Pb) = 16.4mg/kg ± 0.2mg/kg, and of uranium,𝑤 (U) = 4.58mg/kg ± 0.04mg/kg.
The certicate does not explain the meaning of these uncertainties, saying only that
they are “based on judgment and represent an evaluation of the combined eects
of method imprecision, possible systematic errors among methods and material
variability.” Suppose that we wish to propagate them to the ratio𝑤 (Pb)/𝑤 (U),
for example in a geochemical calculation, and that we will do so using the NIST
Uncertainty Machine as follows, where the numerator and denominator of the ratio
appear as wPb and wU:

The estimates of the ratio produced according to the GUM, and by application of
the Monte Carlo method of the GUM-S1 [JCGM 101:2008], are both 3.58, and the
evaluations of standard uncertainty, 0.054, also agree.
NIST Technical Note 1297 [Taylor and Kuyatt, 1994] recommends that the corre-
sponding expanded uncertainty be computed as 2 × 0.054 = 0.11. This happens
to agree with the expanded uncertainty implied by the 95% coverage interval
produced by the Monte Carlo method, (3.48, 3.69).
If the Gaussian models should be replaced by lognormal models, a possibility that
the NIST Uncertainty Machine also oers, then the results are the same as for the
Gaussian models (which happens in this case but need not happen in general). The
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lognormal model is the recommended alternative to the Gaussian model when
the quantity of interest is positive by denition, appears in the denominator of a
fraction, and the relative uncertainty is small — say, less than 10%, which is the
case here, both for lead (1.2 %) and for uranium (0.87 %). Refer to 5.8 for the reason
why.

8.2 The simplest instance of uncertainty propagation for a measurement result listed
in the certicate of a NIST reference material involves a quantity 𝑋 whose value 𝑥
is certied, and it is qualied with an evaluation of expanded uncertainty for 95%
coverage, 𝑈95 %(𝑥), whose coverage factor 𝑘95 % also is listed. The corresponding stan-
dard uncertainty therefore is 𝑢 (𝑥) = 𝑈95 %(𝑥)/𝑘95 %. If 𝑘95 % = 2, then for purposes
of uncertainty propagation where a probability model is required, 𝑋 may be modeled
as a Gaussian random variable with mean equal to the measured value and standard
deviation equal to the associated standard uncertainty. If 𝑘95 % > 2, then a Student’s 𝑡
distribution should be used instead.

example 8.2.a The certied value of the mass fraction of chromium in NIST
SRM 3112a Chromium (Cr) Standard Solution (Lot No. 030730) is𝑤 = 9.922mg/g,
with expanded uncertainty𝑈95 %(𝑤) = 0.025mg/g. The certicate states that the
coverage factor was 𝑘 = 2.20. The corresponding number of degrees of freedom can
be computed using R function kInverter dened in A.3, as kInverter(k=2.20,
coverage=0.95), which yields 11.
The probability distribution that may be used to model the uncertainty surround-
ing the true value of that mass fraction is a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with mean
9.922mg/g, standard deviation 𝑢 (𝑤) = (0.025mg/g)/2.20 = 0.0114mg/g, and 11
degrees of freedom.
Suppose one needs to estimate the true value of log10 (𝑤) and characterize the asso-
ciated uncertainty, possibly to depict them in a graphical display with a logarithmic
scale. Since the logarithm is a nonlinear function, we will rely on the Monte Carlo
method implemented in the NIST Uncertainty Machine, which draws a large sample
from the probability distribution of the transformed mass fraction, by taking the
following steps, considering that the measurement model is 𝑦 = log10 (𝑤), thus with
a single input quantity:

• Under 1. Select Inputs & Choose Distributions, type w as name for the single
input quantity.

• Select Student t (Mean, StdDev, No. of degrees of freedom) from the drop-down
menu, and enter 9.922, 0.0114, and 11 into the three rectangular boxes that
appear to the right of the drop-down menu.

• In the box under 3. Write the Denition of Output Quantity, type the right-
hand side of the measurement equation, log10(w).

• Click Run the computation.

The resulting sample of 106 of values of the output 𝑦 has average 0.9966, standard
deviation 0.0005, and a 95 % coverage interval for the true value of log10 (𝑤/(mg/g))
ranges from 0.9956 to 0.9976.
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8.3 NIST may assign non-certied values to properties of reference materials. Accord-
ing to Beauchamp et al. [2020], the documentation accompanying a non-certied value
“must not imply that NIST asserts that a non-certied value represents the true value of
the measurand.” (Between 1987 and until Beauchamp et al. [2020] came into eect, NIST
non-certied values were called either “NIST Reference Values” or “NIST Information
Values” [May et al., 2000].)
While mindful of such limitation, and in particular aware of the fact that the reported
uncertainty associated with a non-certied value reects contributions from only some
of the possibly important sources of uncertainty, a user may still wish to propagate the
reported uncertainty.

example 8.3.a The reference value of the diameter of silver nanoparticles in
NIST RM 8017 (Polyvinylpyrrolidone Coated Silver Nanoparticles), assumed to be
spherical, measured using transmission electron microscopy is 𝐷 = 74.6 nm with
expanded uncertainty𝑈95 %(𝐷) = 3.8 nm, where𝑈95 %(𝐷) = 𝑘95 %𝑢 (𝑥) with 𝑘95 % = 2.
To compute a 95% coverage interval for the volume 𝑉 of these particles, take the
following steps:

• Compute 𝑢 (𝐷) = (3.8 nm)/2 = 1.9 nm;
• Compute the corresponding number of degrees of freedom using the R
function dened in A.3: kInverter(k=2, coverage=0.95), which produces
a = 60.4;

• Use the NIST Uncertainty Machine to evaluate the uncertainty of 𝑉 = (4/3)𝜋 (𝐷/2)3,
assigning to the input representing 𝐷 a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with mean
74.6 nm, standard deviation 1.9mg/g, and 60.4 degrees of freedom, and
request symmetrical coverage intervals.

The resulting 95% coverage interval for the true value of the volume ranges from
185 × 103 nm3 to 250 × 103 nm3.

8.4 Consider the measurement model 𝑌 = ^𝑋
𝛼1
1 . . . 𝑋

𝛼𝑛
𝑛 (a multiple of a product of

powers of the input quantities), where ^ and 𝛼1, . . . , 𝛼𝑛 are known constants (positive
or negative numbers, not necessarily integers), and 𝑌 is the output quantity, whose
true value is the object of measurement. The {𝑋𝑖} are the input quantities, for which
estimates and uncertainty evaluations are available. Many models arising in practice are
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of this form because many quantities are ratios of products of other quantities (hence
with the {𝛼𝑖} all being either +1 or −1).
Now suppose that the measurement results for the input quantities comprise measured
values 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 and associated expanded uncertainties for 95 % coverage, 𝑈95 %(𝑥1), . . . ,
𝑈95 %(𝑥𝑛), whose coverage factors 𝑘95 %,1, . . . , 𝑘95 %,𝑛 also are given. Therefore, the corre-
sponding standard uncertainties are 𝑢 (𝑥1) = 𝑈95 %(𝑥1)/𝑘95 %,1, . . . , 𝑢 (𝑥𝑛) = 𝑈95 %(𝑥𝑛)/𝑘95 %,𝑛 .
If the relative standard uncertainties {𝑢 (𝑥𝑖)/𝑥𝑖} all are small (say, less than 10%), then
the relative standard uncertainty of the output quantity is such that (GUM §5.1.6)(

𝑢c(𝑦)
𝑦

)2
≈
(
𝛼1
𝑢 (𝑥1)
𝑥1

)2
+ · · · +

(
𝛼𝑛
𝑢 (𝑥𝑛)
𝑥𝑛

)2
.

Without making additional assumptions about the input quantities, it is impossible to
produce a valid coverage interval for the true value of the output quantity. However,
in many cases an interval of the form 𝑦 ± 2𝑢c(𝑦) will have coverage probability 95%
approximately [Freedman et al., 2007, Page 81], including in cases where the probability
distribution of the output quantity is markedly skewed (that is, asymmetrical), support-
ing Taylor and Kuyatt [1994]’s recommendation.

example 8.4.a The certied value of the mass fraction,𝑤 , of 25-hydroxyvitamin
D3 in NIST SRM 2973 Vitamin D Metabolites in Frozen Human Serum (High Level)
is 38.6 ng/g, with standard uncertainty 𝑢 (𝑤) = 0.4 ng/g. The corresponding
amount-of-substance concentration is 𝑐 = 𝑤𝜌/𝑀 , where𝑤 denotes the mass
fraction of the measurand in the solution, 𝜌 denotes the volumetric mass density of
the solution, and𝑀 denotes the molar mass of the measurand, whose magnitude is
approximately equal to the magnitude of its relative molecular mass (or molecular
weight).
The calculations described next, which produce the standard uncertainty, 𝑢 (𝑐),
associated with the amount-of-substance concentration 𝑐 , are implemented in R
code listed in A.8.
The volumetric mass density of the solution was determined in triplicate using
the Lang-Levy pipet method [Sniegoski and Moody, 1979], yielding 1.022 30 g/mL,
1.022 30 g/mL, and 1.022 26 g/mL. The estimate of this input quantity is the average
of these determinations, 𝜌 = 1.022 29 g/mL. Since the sample standard deviation of
the determinations is 2.309 40 × 10−5 g/mL, we have the Type A evaluation 𝑢 (𝜌) =
2.309 40 × 10−5 g/mL/

√
3 = 0.000 013 g/mL (GUM 4.2.3).

The molecular formula of the measurand is C27H44O2. The standard atomic weights
of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, all are intervals: [12.0096, 12.0116], [1.00784, 1.00811],
and [15.99903, 15.99977], respectively (from CIAAW, Atomic weights of the elements
2019, www.ciaaw.org).
The atomic weights of these elements may be modeled as random variables uni-
formly distributed over their respective intervals [Possolo et al., 2018b]. In this
conformity, one may use as their estimates the corresponding mean values (which
are the mid-points of those intervals), and, because the distributions are assumed to
be uniform (or rectangular), the associated standard uncertainties are the length of
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the intervals divided by
√
12. Therefore,

𝑀/(g/mol) = 27(12.0096 + 12.0116)/2 + 44(1.00784 + 1.00811)/2
+ 2(15.99903 + 15.99977)/2 = 400.6359, and

𝑢 (𝑀)/(g/mol) =
[
(272) (12.0116 − 12.0096)2/12
+ (442) (1.00811 − 1.00784)2/12

+ (22) (15.99977 − 15.99903)2/12
]½

= 0.016.

To elucidate the foregoing calculation of 𝑢 (𝑀), consider these facts:

• 𝑀 is modeled as a random variable so that 𝑢 (𝑀) can be evaluated as𝑀’s
standard deviation: that is, 𝑢2 (𝑀) is𝑀’s variance.

• The variance of a sum of uncorrelated random variables is equal to the sum
of their variances, and𝑀 is such a sum. (In general, the standard deviation
of a sum of random variables is not equal to the sum of their standard devia-
tions).

• If 𝑋 is a random variable with variance 𝜎2 and 𝑎 is a constant, then the
variance of 𝑎𝑋 is 𝑎2𝜎2. This is the reason why the factors 272, 442, and 22
appear on the right-hand side above.

• The other terms that appear on the right-hand side, (12.0116 − 12.0096)2/12,
(1.00811 − 1.00784)2/12, and (15.99977 − 15.99903)2/12 are the variances (that
is, squared standard deviations) of the random variables that represent the
atomic weights of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

The estimate of the amount-of-substance concentration is

𝑐 =
(38.6 ng/g) (1.022 29 g/mL)

400.6359 g/mol = 98.49 nmol/L,

and the associated standard uncertainty is

𝑢 (𝑐) ≈ 𝑐
[(
𝑢 (𝑤)
𝑤

)2
+
(
𝑢 (𝜌)
𝜌

)2
+
(
𝑢 (𝑀)
𝑀

)2]½
= (98.5 nmol/L)

[(
0.4
38.6

)2
+
(
0.000013
1.02229

)2
+
(

0.016
400.6359

)2]½
= 1.02 nmol/L.

To be able to use the NIST Uncertainty Machine to the same eect requires an
answer to this question: how to model the volumetric mass density 𝜌?
By rights, it ought to be modeled as a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with 2 degrees
of freedom (which is the number of degrees of freedom of 𝑢 (𝜌)), with standard
deviation 𝑢 (𝜌) = 0.000 013 g/mL, and mean 1.022 29 g/mL.
The problem is that a Student’s 𝑡 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom has innite
variance, hence innite standard deviation, which cannot be reconciled with the
nite value for 𝑢 (𝜌) above.
The NIST Uncertainty Machine oers two options for specifying a Student’s 𝑡 model
for a quantity surrounded by uncertainty. One option involves specifying the mean,
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standard deviation, and number of degrees of freedom, which has to be greater than
2. This option is not practicable in this case because 𝑢 (𝜌) is based on only 2 degrees
of freedom.
The other option involves specifying the center of symmetry (which is the median),
the scale (which controls the spread of values drawn from this distribution), and the
number of degrees of freedom (which control the heaviness of the tails). The center
and the scale remain meaningful whatever the number of degrees of freedom
may be. When the number of degrees of freedom a is greater than 2, the standard
deviation of the distribution is

√
a/(a − 2) times larger than the scale parameter.

When a = 2 the standard deviation is innite, and the best one can do is to set the
scale parameter equal to 𝑢 (𝜌).
With these choices, the Monte Carlo method as implemented in the NIST Un-
certainty Machine reproduces the results above and produces a 95% coverage
interval for the true value of 𝑐 ranging from 96.49 nmol/L to 100.5 nmol/L, thus
with coverage factor computed as 𝑘 = ((100.5 − 96.49)/1.02)/2 = 1.97.

8.5 The value assigned to some NIST reference materials is a function, not a scalar
quantity or a qualitative property, as already mentioned in 7.4. In Example 7.4.a the
measurand is a quantile function, the mathematical inverse of a cumulative probability
distribution function [DeGroot and Schervish, 2012]. In SRM 1003c Glass Beads (Particle
Size Distribution), the uncertainty evaluations were made pointwise, at specic values of
the quantile function, with coverage intervals meant to be taken individually, not simul-
taneously. In Example 8.5.a, the uncertainties reported in the certicate are propagated
to the results of a calibration performed using the SRM.

example 8.5.a NIST SRM 1003c Glass Beads (Particle Size Distribution) may
be used to calibrate a system used to measure particle size. Suppose that the user
determined the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of a sample of these
beads, and that they turned out to be 18.1 µm ± 0.73 µm, 25.0 µm ± 0.65 µm, 29.5 µm
± 0.60 µm, 34.1 µm ± 0.67 µm, and 39.9 µm ± 0.58 µm, respectively, where the
uncertainties are standard uncertainties.
The measured values (but not the associated uncertainties) are depicted as red
diamonds on the left panel of the gure below, which shows the cumulative distri-
bution function of the particle size distribution listed in Table 1 of the certicate:
the blue dots are measured values, and the blue, horizontal line segments issuing
from the blue dots serve to indicate that this is a step function: that is, a function
that is constant over (in this case fairly narrow) intervals, and then suddenly jumps
to a higher value as 𝑑 increases. The dots indicate that the function takes the higher
value of 𝐹 (𝑑) at each value of 𝑑 where it jumps: in other words, the function is
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The corresponding certied values are 18.9 µm ± 0.59 µm, 26.7 µm ± 0.51 µm,
32.1 µm ± 0.50 µm, 37.4 µm ± 0.63 µm, and 43.3 µm ± 0.48 µm.
The goal of the calibration is to determine a function that, once applied to the
diameter values measured by the user, calibrates them using the certied values.
We will assume that a linear calibration function will suce, which transforms a
user-measured value 𝑑 into 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑑 , where the “shift” 𝛼 and the “gain” 𝛽 have to be
estimated using the calibration data. A.9 lists R code implementing this calibration,
as described next.
The right panel of the gure above shows corresponding percentiles of the particle
size distribution, as measured by the user along the horizontal axis, 𝐷sample, and
the corresponding certied value, 𝐷srm, along the vertical axis. Each point has an
uncertainty in the horizontal direction, and another in the vertical direction. The
short, blue line segments forming crosses over the red diamonds represent 1-sigma
intervals (that is, coverage intervals with coverage probability approximately 68 %).
The green line tted to these points on the right panel above, takes into account
the uncertainties represented by the crosses. It was tted using errors-in-variables
regression [Fuller, 1987], by the method of maximum likelihood, assuming that
measurement errors (in both directions) have Gaussian distributions with standard
deviations equal to the corresponding standard uncertainties.
The yellow-green band around the tted line is a 95 % coverage interval for the
whole line. The band was computed by application of the parametric statistical
bootstrap [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993], similarly to what is described by Guenther
and Possolo [2011] for the uncertainty of analysis functions used to assign values to
NIST gas mixture SRMs.
The tted line has intercept 𝛼 = −1.30 ± 1.41 and slope 𝛽 = 1.12 ± 0.05 (where
the hats over the Greek letters indicate that they are estimates of the true intercept
and slope), and the correlation between intercept and slope is −0.97. These results
suggest that 𝛼 may very well actually be 0, and that the user’s measurement system
underestimates the diameters by about 12 %.
The calibrated diameter corresponding to a user-measured diameter 𝐷 is 𝐷∗ = 𝛼 +𝛽𝐷 .
The standard uncertainty associated with the calibrated diameter is 𝑢 (𝐷∗) = (𝑢2 (𝛼) +
2𝑢 (𝛼)𝑢 (𝛽)𝑟𝐷 + 𝑢2 (𝛽)𝐷2)½, where 𝑟 = −0.97 denotes the correlation coecient
between 𝛼 and 𝛽 .
For example, a user-measured diameter of 34.1 µm should become −1.30 + (1.12 ×
34.1 µm) = 36.9 µm, with standard uncertainty (1.72 + 2 × (1.7) × (0.05) × (−0.97) ×
34.1 + 0.052 × 34.12)½µm = 0.4 µm.
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This calculation does not include the uncertainty that may be associated with
34.1 µm. Taking this uncertainty into account, together with the uncertainties
above, may most easily be done using a Monte Carlo method.
The small red dots shown on the left panel (each very close to, or on top of the
corresponding large blue dot) are the calibrated versions of the red diamonds. And
the width of each red rectangle represents the calibrated value plus or minus twice
its standard uncertainty (the height of the rectangles has no meaning; it is there
simply to facilitate the visualization of the uncertainties).

8.6 Some measurement results for scalar measurands include uncertainties expressed
asymmetrically relative to the measured value. This may involve reporting the measured
value 𝑥 and qualifying it with “left” and “right” standard uncertainties, 𝑢−(𝑥) and 𝑢+(𝑥),
or simply giving a 95 % coverage interval (𝑥 −𝑈 −

95 %(𝑥), 𝑥 +𝑈 +
95 %(𝑥)) for the true value of

the measurand such that𝑈 −
95 %(𝑥) is dierent from𝑈 +

95 %(𝑥).

8.7 Although uncommon among reference materials produced by NIST, such asym-
metric expressions of uncertainty are very common in other elds, in particular in
particle physics [Gavrilyuk et al., 2013] and in astronomy [Crowther et al., 2016; The
Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration, 2019]. Asymmetrical uncertainties have also
been reported in measurement science, for example by Yoshino et al. [1988], Nelson
et al. [2015, Page 8657], and Hodges et al. [2019]. Accordingly, the topic of how to
interpret and use such asymmetrical expressions of uncertainty has received appreciable
attention, for example from Barlow [2003, 2004], Audi et al. [2017, Appendix A], and
Possolo et al. [2019].

8.8 An approach commonly employed to propagate uncertainties expressed asym-
metrically involves “symmetrizing” them and using the result as if the uncertainties in
question had been originally expressed in the usual, symmetric form. The techniques
that Possolo et al. [2019] describe, some of which are implemented in the NIST Uncer-
tainty Machine, do not involve such simplication. Instead, they model the asymmetric
uncertainties explicitly, using asymmetric probability distributions, and propagate these
using a Monte Carlo method.

example 8.8.a NIST SRM 606 Trace Elements in Basalt Glass is one of the few
reference materials produced by NIST where uncertainties are expressed asym-
metrically around the certied values. The material is a glass obtained by melting
the basalt of NIST SRM 688 Basalt Rock in the laboratory. The certied values are
part of the following measurement results for the mass fractions of barium and
strontium:

element 𝑤 𝑢 (𝑤) 𝑤 −𝑈 −
95 %(𝑤) 𝑤 +𝑈 +

95 %(𝑤) / mg/kg
Barium Ba 174 5 166 186
Strontium Sr 169 5 160 178

Now, consider the problem of estimating𝑤 (Ba)/(𝑤 (Ba) +𝑤 (Sr)), and evaluating
the associated uncertainty. We will describe two approaches that lead to the same
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solution: the rst is developed in explicit detail and is implemented in R code listed
in A.10; the second uses the NIST Uncertainty Machine, yet without describing the
portions of its internal machinery that are involved in this case. Both approaches
involve probabilistic models for the mass fractions of barium and of strontium that
reproduce, with satisfactory accuracy, the information the certicate provides.
The rst approach illustrates the use of the so-called skew-normal distribution
[Azzalini and Capitanio, 2014] for this purpose. It should be noted that this model
is not the best for all cases where asymmetric uncertainties must be modeled
probabilistically, and it may even be inappropriate in some cases. However, both
the manner of tting whichever model is satisfactory for this purpose, and of
propagating the uncertainty that it captures, are applicable generally.
The skew-normal distribution has three parameters: location b , scale 𝜔 > 0, and
shape 𝛼 , real numbers all. The mean and standard deviation of the distribution can
be written explicitly in terms of these parameters. However, nding the 2.5th and
97.5th percentiles that correspond to𝑤 − 𝑈 −

95 %(𝑤), and𝑤 + 𝑈 +
95 %(𝑤), involves

numerical methods. All necessary computational facilities are available in R
package sn [Azzalini, 2020].
For this illustration we chose values of b , 𝜔 , and 𝛼 that minimize a weighted sum of
squared dierences between𝑤 , log𝑢 (𝑤),𝑤 −𝑈 −

95 %(𝑤), and𝑤 +𝑈 +
95 %(𝑤), and their

counterparts for the model.
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In this case, the tted distributions reproduce the measured values and the ele-
ments of the reported uncertainties very accurately. When they do not, the t
should aim to reproduce the endpoints of coverage intervals as closely as possible,
possibly at the price of incurring a more substantial error at the measured value.
This can be accomplished by giving greater weight to the errors in reproducing the
endpoints of the coverage interval,𝑤 −𝑈 −

95 %(𝑤) and𝑤 +𝑈 +
95 %(𝑤), because the tails

of the distribution inuence the uncertainty propagation the most.
The next step is to draw large samples of the same size 𝐾 from the tted distribu-
tions, forming the corresponding ratios𝑤 (Ba)/(𝑤 (Ba) +𝑤 (Sr)), and then deriving
from this sample of values of the ratio, an estimate for the ratio, and an expression
of measurement uncertainty.
The rightmost panel of the gure above indicates the median of𝑤 (Ba)/(𝑤 (Ba) +
𝑤 (Sr)) with the (blue) diamond near the horizontal axis, and the shaded (pink)
region under the curve has area 0.95, chosen so that its footprint on the hori-
zontal axis is centered at the estimate of the ratio. In conclusion, the estimate of
𝑤 (Ba)/(𝑤 (Ba) + 𝑤 (Sr)) is 0.507 with expanded uncertainty for 95% coverage of
0.020.
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The second approach uses the NIST Uncertainty Machine, with the inputs shown
below. Note that, in the line of boxes pertaining to Ba, rst appears the measured
value,𝑤 (Ba) = 174mg/kg, second𝑤 −𝑈 −

95 %(𝑤) = 166mg/kg, third𝑤 +𝑈 +
95 %(𝑤) =

186mg/kg, and fourth the coverage probability, 0.95, corresponding to the interval
whose endpoints are 166mg/kg and 186mg/kg. Similarly for the line of boxes
pertaining to Sr.

8.9 It is possible, and indeed quite easy to propagate the uncertainty associated with a
qualitative property when the uncertainty is expressed quantitatively in terms of a prob-
ability distribution over the set of possible values of the property. The following exam-
ple is a continuation of Example 6.7.c, which uses FASTQ-style quality scores extracted
from a Solexa prb le distributed as part of the Bioconductor package ShortRead
[Morgan et al., 2009], to illustrate how the corresponding uncertainties, expressed using
locus-specic, discrete probability distributions, can be propagated to a derivative quan-
tity. In due course it will be replaced by a similar example involving a NIST reference
material.

example 8.9.a Consider the following result of sequencing a DNA fragment,
where A denotes adenine, C cytosine, G guanine, and T thymine,

\ = (TTTTTATAATTGGTTAATCATTTTTTTTTAATTTTT),
and suppose that we wish to compare it with a reference sequence

𝜏 = (GGATTTTATTATAAATGGGTATACAATTTTTAAAATTTT),
assumed known without uncertainty. These two sequences can be compared in
terms of the Damerau-Levenshtein distance 𝐷 (\, 𝜏) between them [Damerau, 1964;
Levenshtein, 1966].
This distance is the minimum number of insertions, deletions, or substitutions of
a single character, or transpositions of two adjacent characters, that are needed to
transform one string into the other. In this case, 𝐷 (\, 𝜏) = 13 was computed using R
function stringdist dened in the package of the same name [van der Loo, 2014].
To characterize the uncertainty associated with 𝐷 (\, 𝜏), we need to propagate
the uncertainty evaluations for the nucleobase identications in \ , which are
expressed in the form of discrete probability distributions, as already reviewed
in Example 6.7.c, one for each of the 36 loci in \ , listed in the following table:
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loc base Pr(A) Pr(C) Pr(G) Pr(T) loc base Pr(A) Pr(C) Pr(G) Pr(T)
1 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 19 C 0.03 0.94 0.00 0.03
2 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 20 A 0.94 0.02 0.00 0.04
3 T 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.61 21 T 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.99
4 T 0.01 0.33 0.00 0.66 22 T 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.89
5 T 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.99 23 T 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.61
6 A 0.75 0.00 0.02 0.24 24 T 0.24 0.09 0.00 0.67
7 T 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.81 25 T 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.90
8 A 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
9 A 0.89 0.11 0.00 0.00 27 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
10 T 0.05 0.14 0.00 0.81 28 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
11 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 29 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
12 G 0.44 0.00 0.56 0.00 30 A 0.56 0.20 0.04 0.20
13 G 0.09 0.00 0.86 0.05 31 A 0.63 0.08 0.00 0.29
14 T 0.09 0.20 0.28 0.43 32 T 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.86
15 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 33 T 0.46 0.01 0.08 0.46
16 A 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 34 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
17 A 0.95 0.04 0.02 0.00 35 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
18 T 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.94 36 T 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

To characterize the associated uncertainty, employ a Monte Carlo method:

1. Select a suitably large sample size𝑚, and then repeat the next step𝑚 times,
for 𝑖 = 1, . . . ,𝑚;

2. For each locus table, draw a letter from {A,C,G,T} using the probabilities
listed for that locus, to obtain a string \ ∗𝑖 whose characters are the letters
drawn for each of the thirty-six loci;

3. The distances 𝐷 (\ ∗1 , 𝜏), . . . , 𝐷 (\ ∗𝑚, 𝜏), between these sampled sequences and
the target sequence, are a sample from the distribution of 𝐷 (\, 𝜏).

The following histogram summarizes a sample of𝑚 = 105 values of this distance,
obtained as just described. It shows that 𝐷 (\, 𝜏) = 15 is the value with highest
probability, not the value, 13, that was actually observed. The sample has average
15.2 and standard deviation 𝑢 (𝐷 (\, 𝜏)) = 1.4, and a 95% coverage interval for
𝐷 (\, 𝜏) ranges from 13 to 18.
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8.10 For some reference materials, not only does the certicate list certied values
and uncertainties, but it also provides the means to characterize the underlying prob-
ability distribution. For example, the uncertainty associated with the certied amount
concentration of 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 can be described by a Gaussian distribution with
mean 71.8 nmol/L and standard deviation 1.35 nmol/L. The probability distribution may
also be characterized by providing a large sample drawn from the relevant distribution,
which may be used in Monte Carlo procedures for uncertainty propagation.
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example 8.10.a The certicate of NIST SRM 2780a Hard Rock Mine Waste
oers certied values for the mass fractions of many chemical elements, and the
associated uncertainties are expressed as asymmetric uncertainty intervals.
The certicate also includes a pointer to a NIST web site with supplementary
information in the form of les containing samples drawn from the probability
distributions that describe the uncertainty surrounding these mass fractions. These
riches aord the user of this material two alternative approaches to propagate the
reported uncertainties.
One approach uses only the information in the certicate: the certied value,
which is the median of the probability distribution that characterizes the reported
uncertainty, and the endpoints of the uncertainty interval, which are the 2.5th and
97.5th percentiles of the same distribution.
One would then do as described in Example 8.8.a, or, more simply still, use the
modeling option Asymmetric (Median, Left uncertainty, Right uncertainty,
Coverage probability, under 1. Select Inputs & Choose Distributions, in the NIST
Uncertainty Machine.
The other approach involves no modeling, relying entirely on the supplementary
information, and employs a Monte Carlo method for uncertainty evaluation. This
can be done using the NIST Uncertainty Machine, as the certicate also explains,
because this application allows the user to assign a distribution to an input quantity
in the form of a sample.
These two ratios of amounts of substance are used in Pearce Element Ratio (PER)
analysis [Pearce, 1968] in geochemistry: (𝑛(Na) + 𝑛(K))/𝑛(Ti) and 𝑛(Al)/𝑛(Ti),
where 𝑛(Na) denotes the amount of sodium (expressed in moles), and similarly
for the other elements. Stanley [2020] shows how a plot of pairs of values of these
ratios can be used to characterize the hydrothermal alteration of alkali feldspar-
bearing rocks.
Let 𝐴r (Al) = 26.981 538 4(3) and 𝐴r (Ti) = 47.867(1) denote the standard atomic
weights of aluminum and titanium (from CIAAW, Atomic weights of the elements
2019, www.ciaaw.org). The associated uncertainties may be modeled using rectan-
gular (or uniform) distributions [Possolo et al., 2018b]: for example, the rectangular
distribution concentrated on [47.866, 47.868] for titanium.
These are the steps needed to use the supplementary information available for this
material to evaluate the uncertainty of 𝑛(Al)/𝑛(Ti), based on a sample of large size
𝑀 :

(1) Draw𝑀 values from the rectangular distributions used to model the uncer-
tainties of the atomic weights of aluminum and titanium;

(2) Draw𝑀 values, uniformly at random, with replacement, from the supplemen-
tary information le for aluminum in SRM 2780a (which has 50 000 values),
and do likewise for titanium;

(3) Convert each value of the mass fraction of aluminum, and the corresponding
value of the mass fraction of titanium, into amounts per unit of mass of the
material, so that the ratio of these quantities is the ratio of amount fractions.

The conversion for titanium is done as follows, supposing that
the sampled value of the mass fraction is 0.643 cg/g, and the cor-
responding sampled value of the atomic weight is 47.867: since
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this says that 1 g of material has 0.643 cg of titanium, and that
the mass of 1mol of titanium is 47.867 g, we conclude that there
are 0.643/47.867 cmol of titanium per gram of material. A similar
calculation for aluminum will give us the amount of aluminum per
gram of material. The ratio between these two amounts per gram is
the amount fraction we seek.

These are the probability densities of 𝑛(Al)/𝑛(Ti) and (𝑛(Na) + 𝑛(K))/𝑛(Ti), with
95% uncertainty intervals centered at their medians, and also the density of their
bivariate, joint distribution, where the blue polygon outlines a 95% condence
region.
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Appendix: R Code

A.1 R is a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics. It com-
piles and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms, including the Linux variants, and
Microsoft Windows and Apple’s MacOS.
Visit https://www.r-project.org/, click on CRAN (top left, under Download), and
then select a mirror near you. Next, select the appropriate download option under
Download and Install R, and install R.
Visit https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/ and download and
install the version of RStudio suitable for your operating system. Snippets of R code
scattered throughout this document, including in this Appendix, may be copied and
pasted into RStudio, and executed there.
Go to https://cran.r-project.org/manuals.html and read An Introduction to R:
HTML, PDF, and EPUB versions are available.
Required R Packages:

if (!require(metafor)) {install.packages("metafor")}
if (!require(metRology)) {install.packages("metRology")}
if (!require(nloptr)) {install.packages("nloptr")}
if (!require(sn)) {install.packages("sn")}
if (!require(robustbase)) {install.packages("robustbase")}

A.2 Example 7.2.a
NIST SRM 2973 Vitamin D Metabolites in Frozen Human Serum (High Level)

c.NIST = 39.4 ## NIST certified value
uc.NIST = 0.8/2 ## NIST standard uncertainty

c.1 = 34.85 ## First user's measured value (ng/mL)
uc.1 = 2.45/2 ## First user's standard uncertainty
z.1 = (c.1 - c.NIST) / sqrt(uc.1^2 + uc.NIST^2) ## z-test criterion
2*pnorm(-abs(z.1)) ## p-value

c.2 = 37.45 ## Second user's measured malue
uc.2 = 1.75/2 ## Second user's standard uncertainty
z.2 = (c.2 - c.NIST) / sqrt(uc.2^2 + uc.NIST^2) ## z-test criterion
2*pnorm(-abs(z.2)) ## p-value

A.3 Example 7.2.b
NIST SRM 3280 Multivitamin/Multielement Tablets
Given a coverage factor 𝑘 and a coverage probability, the R function kInverter com-
putes the number of degrees of freedom of the corresponding Student’s 𝑡 distribution.
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In the example below, following the denition of
the function, both the coverage factor (3.15) and the
coverage probability (95 %) are specied as inputs. The
function then outputs a = 3. This means that the area
under the curve representing the probability density
of Student’s 𝑡 with 3 degrees of freedom, and between
−3.15 and +3.15 on the horizontal axis, amounts to 95 %
of the total area under the curve.
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t 3
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kInverter = function (k, coverage=0.95)
{

if (k < qnorm((1+coverage)/2)) {
cat(paste0("WARNING: Gaussian measurement error model",

" may not be appropriate,\n",
" and number of degrees of freedom",
" may not be meaningful\n"))

return(Inf)
} else {

kEqn = function (nu, kFactor, gamma) { qt(gamma, df=nu) - kFactor }
kEqn.root = try(uniroot(f=kEqn, lower=sqrt(.Machine$double.eps),

upper=.Machine$integer.max,
kFactor=k, gamma=(1+coverage)/2))

if (class(kEqn.root) != "try-error") { return(kEqn.root$root)
} else { cat(paste0("kInverter could not find number of ",

"degrees of freedom corresponding to ",
k, "\n")); return(NA) }

}
}

kInverter(k=3.15, coverage=0.95)

A.4 Example 7.2.c
NIST SRM 3161a Tin (Sn) Standard Solution (Lot No. 140917)

w.GR = 10.00007 ## Gravimetric determination
uw.GR = 0.00031
w.ICP = 10.02173 ## ICP-OES determination
uw.ICP = 0.00264

## DerSimonian-Laird estimate of dark uncertainty (tau)
sqrt(rma(yi=c(w.GR, w.ICP), sei=c(uw.GR, uw.ICP), method="DL")$tau2)

A.5 Example 7.2.d
NIST SRM 927e Bovine Serum Albumin (7 % Solution)
The following code yields 𝑝-value of 0.12, the same as the calculations in Example 7.2.d.
However, some of the intermediate quantities dier, for example nu, owing to not
having performed any rounding here, until the last step.

## Certified value and associated standard uncertainty
c.cert = 67.38 ## g/L
uc.cert = 1.38/2
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nu.cert = kInverter(k=2, coverage=0.95)

## User results
c.user = mean(c(66.3, 67.6, 63.6, 66.5, 64.9))
uc.user = sd(c(66.3, 67.6, 63.6, 66.5, 64.9))/sqrt(5)
nu.user = 5-1

## Test criterion
t = (c.user - c.cert) / sqrt(uc.cert^2 + uc.user^2)
## Effective number of degrees of freedom
nu = welch.satterthwaite(ui=c(uc.user, uc.cert), df=c(nu.user, nu.cert))

## p-value
round(2*pt(-abs(t), df=nu), 2)

A.6 Example 7.3.a
NIST SRM 606 Trace Elements in Basalt Glass

w.606 = 315 ## Mass fraction of Cr in SRM 606
uw.606 = 9 ## Std. unc.
Lwr95.606 = 302 ## Lower endpoint of 95 % CI
Upr95.606 = 336 ## Upper endpoint of 95 % CI

w.688 = 332 ## Mass fraction of Cr in SRM 606
uw.688 = 9 ## Std. unc.

lognormalMatchmaker =
function (theta, w, uw, Lwr, Upr, gamma=0.95, weights=rep(1,4),

tol=sqrt(.Machine$double.eps))
{

if (any(theta < tol)) {return(Inf)
} else {

mu = theta[1]; sigma = theta[2]
E = exp(mu + sigma^2/2)
S = sqrt((exp(sigma^2)-1)*exp(2*mu+sigma^2))
QLwr = qlnorm((1-gamma)/2, meanlog=mu, sdlog=sigma)
QUpr = qlnorm((1+gamma)/2, meanlog=mu, sdlog=sigma)
return(weights[1]*(w-E)^2 + weights[2]*(uw/w - S/E)^2

+ weights[3]*(Lwr-QLwr)^2 + weights[4]*(Upr-QUpr)^2)
}

}

o.606 = optim(par=c(log(w.606), uw.606/w.606), fn=lognormalMatchmaker,
w=w.606, uw=uw.606, Lwr=Lwr95.606, Upr=Upr95.606,
weights=c(1,1,4,4))

muHAT.606 = o.606$par[1]
sigmaHAT.606 = o.606$par[2]
cbind(obs=c(w=w.606, uw=uw.606, Lwr95=Lwr95.606, Upr95=Upr95.606),

model=round(c(exp(muHAT.606 + sigmaHAT.606^2/2),
sqrt((exp(sigmaHAT.606^2)-1)*exp(2*muHAT.606+sigmaHAT.606^2)),
qlnorm(0.025, meanlog=muHAT.606, sdlog=sigmaHAT.606),
qlnorm(0.975, meanlog=muHAT.606, sdlog=sigmaHAT.606)), 0))

muHAT.688 = log(w.688 / sqrt((uw.688/w.688)^2+1))
sigmaHAT.688 = sqrt(log((uw.688/w.688)^2 + 1))
cbind(obs=c(w=w.688, uw=uw.688),

model=round(c(exp(muHAT.688 + sigmaHAT.688^2/2),
sqrt((exp(sigmaHAT.688^2)-1)*exp(2*muHAT.688+sigmaHAT.688^2))), 0))

## Comparing estimates of parameters of lognormal models
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z = (muHAT.606 - muHAT.688) / sqrt(sigmaHAT.606^2 + sigmaHAT.688^2)
2*pnorm(-abs(z))

## Comparing measured values using certified values and associated
## standard uncertainties, considering that the standard uncertainty
## of the (base e) logarithm of a measured value is approximately
## equal to its relative standard uncertainty
z = (log(w.606)-log(w.688)) / sqrt((uw.606/w.606)^2 + (uw.688/w.688)^2)
2*pnorm(-abs(z))

A.7 Example 7.4.a
NIST SRM 1003c Glass Beads (Particle Size Distribution)

p = seq(from=0.05, to=0.95, by=0.05)
B1.LLS = c(18.8, 22.1, 24.2, 25.7, 27.1, 28.2, 29.2, 30.3, 31.2,

32.1, 33.0, 34.0, 35.0, 35.9, 37.1, 38.2, 39.4, 41.2, 43.1)
B1.ESZ = c(19.3, 21.9, 23.8, 25.2, 26.6, 27.8, 28.9, 30.0, 31.1,

32.2, 33.3, 34.4, 35.5, 36.6, 37.8, 39.0, 40.2, 41.7, 43.5)

x = rnorm(length(p))
e = ecdf(x)
assign(x="x", value=B1.LLS, envir=environment(e))
assign(x="y", value=p, envir=environment(e))
B1.LLS.ecdf = e

x = rnorm(length(p))
e = ecdf(x)
assign(x="x", value=B1.ESZ, envir=environment(e))
assign(x="y", value=p, envir=environment(e))
B1.ESZ.ecdf = e

## Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
D = c(B1.LLS, B1.ESZ)
testStatistic = max(abs(B1.LLS.ecdf(D)-B1.ESZ.ecdf(D)))

pkstwo = function(x, tol = 1e-06)
{

if (is.numeric(x)) {x = as.double(x)
} else {stop("argument 'x' must be numeric")}
p = rep(0, length(x))
p[is.na(x)] = NA
IND = which(!is.na(x) & (x > 0))
if (length(IND)) {

p[IND] = .Call(stats:::C_pKS2, p = x[IND], tol) }
return(p)

}

n = 1000 ## No. of particles counted
1 - pkstwo(sqrt(n) * testStatistic)

A.8 Example 8.4.a
NIST SRM 2973 Vitamin D Metabolites in Frozen Human Serum (High Level)

## Density
D = c(1.02230, 1.02230, 1.02226) ## g/mL
D.x = mean(D)
D.u = sd(D)/sqrt(3)
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## Molecular Weight -- C27H44O2
C.Lwr = 12.0096; C.Upr = 12.0116
H.Lwr = 1.00784; H.Upr = 1.00811
O.Lwr = 15.99903; O.Upr = 15.99977

C.x = mean(c(C.Upr, C.Lwr))
H.x = mean(c(H.Upr, H.Lwr))
O.x = mean(c(O.Upr, O.Lwr))
C.u = abs(diff(c(C.Upr, C.Lwr)))/sqrt(12)
H.u = abs(diff(c(H.Upr, H.Lwr)))/sqrt(12)
O.u = abs(diff(c(O.Upr, O.Lwr)))/sqrt(12)

M.x = 27*(C.Lwr+C.Upr)/2 + 44*(H.Lwr+H.Upr)/2 + 2*(O.Lwr+O.Upr)/2
M.u = sqrt((27^2)*(C.Upr-C.Lwr)^2/12 + (44^2)*(H.Upr-H.Lwr)^2/12 +

(2^2)*(O.Upr-O.Lwr)^2/12)

## Mass fraction
w.x = 38.6; w.u = 0.4

## Amount-of-substance concentration
c.x = 1000 * w.x * D.x / M.x
c.u = c.x * sqrt( (w.u/w.x)^2 + (D.u/D.x)^2 + (M.u/M.x)^2 )
c(c.x, c.u)

A.9 Example 8.5.a
NIST SRM 1003c Glass Beads (Particle Size Distribution)

## Certified particle size distribution
D = c(18.9, 21.8, 23.7, 25.3, 26.7, 27.9, 29.0, 30.1, 31.1, 32.1,

33.1, 34.1, 35.2, 36.2, 37.4, 38.6, 39.8, 41.4, 43.3)
D.u = c(0.59, 0.50, 0.50, 0.51, 0.51, 0.50, 0.49, 0.49, 0.49, 0.50,

0.52, 0.55, 0.58, 0.62, 0.63, 0.62, 0.64, 0.54, 0.48)
D.p = seq(from=0.05, to=0.95, by=0.05)

e = ecdf(D)
assign(x="x", value=D, envir=environment(e))
assign(x="y", value=D.p, envir=environment(e))
D.ecdf = e

D.xy = sortedXyData(D, D.p)
DS.p = c(0.05, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95)
D05 = D[which.min(abs(D.p-0.05))]; D05.u = D.u[which.min(abs(D.p-0.05))]
D25 = D[which.min(abs(D.p-0.25))]; D25.u = D.u[which.min(abs(D.p-0.25))]
D50 = D[which.min(abs(D.p-0.50))]; D50.u = D.u[which.min(abs(D.p-0.50))]
D75 = D[which.min(abs(D.p-0.75))]; D75.u = D.u[which.min(abs(D.p-0.75))]
D95 = D[which.min(abs(D.p-0.95))]; D95.u = D.u[which.min(abs(D.p-0.95))]
DD = c(D05, D25, D50, D75, D95)
DD.u = c(D05.u, D25.u, D50.u, D75.u, D95.u)

## Percentiles determined by user
DS = c(18.1, 25.0, 29.5, 34.1, 39.9)
DS.u = c(0.73, 0.65, 0.60, 0.67, 0.58)

## Calibration function
ss = function (theta, x, ux, y, uy)
{

alpha = theta[1]
beta = theta[2]
xi = theta[-(1:2)]
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eta = alpha + beta*xi
return(-1*sum(dnorm(x, mean=xi, sd=ux, log=TRUE) +

dnorm(y, mean=eta, sd=uy, log=TRUE)))
}

## The slope and intercept obtained using "lm" next,
## serve only as initial values for the nonlinear optimization
## that will produce the estimates alphaHAT and betaHAT below
DD.lm = summary(lm(DD~DS))

ab = coef(DD.lm)[,"Estimate"]
uab = coef(DD.lm)[,"Std. Error"]
oNL = nloptr(x0=c(ab, DS), eval_f=ss,

opts=list(algorithm="NLOPT_LN_SBPLX",
"xtol_rel"=1.0e-7, maxeval=1e6, maxtime=-1),

x=DS, ux=DS.u, y=DD, uy=DD.u)

alphaHAT = oNL$solution[1]
betaHAT = oNL$solution[2]
c(alphaHAT, betaHAT)
xiHAT = oNL$solution[-(1:2)]
etaHAT = alphaHAT + betaHAT*xiHAT

## Monte Carlo evaluation of uncertainty of slope and intercept of
## calibration function, and of correlation between estimates of
## slope and intercept. WARNING: The execution of the following code
## will take considerable time
K = 50000
abB = array(dim=c(K,2))
nD = length(DD)
for (k in 1:K)
{

if (k %% 100 == 0) {cat(k, "of", K, "\n")}
DSB = rnorm(nD, mean=xiHAT, sd=DS.u)
DDB = rnorm(nD, mean=etaHAT, sd=DD.u)
oNLB = nloptr(x0=c(alphaHAT, betaHAT, xiHAT),

eval_f=ss,
opts=list(algorithm="NLOPT_LN_SBPLX",

"xtol_rel"=1.0e-7, maxeval=1e6, maxtime=-1),
x=DSB, ux=DS.u, y=DDB, uy=DD.u)

abB[k,] = oNLB$solution[1:2]
}
c(apply(abB, 2, sd), cor(abB)[1,2])

A.10 Example 8.8.a
NIST SRM 606 Trace elements in basalt

fSkewNormal = function (xoa, mu, sigma, Q025, Q975,
mu.weight=1, sigma.weight=1,
Q025.weight=1, Q975.weight=1)

{
xi = xoa[1]; omega = xoa[2]; alpha = xoa[3]
if (omega < 0) {return(Inf)
} else {

delta = alpha/sqrt(1+alpha^2)
mu.model = xi + omega*delta*sqrt(2/pi)
sigma.model = omega*sqrt(1-2*delta^2/pi)
Q025.model = qsn(0.025, xi=xi, omega=omega, alpha=alpha, solver="RFB")
Q975.model = qsn(0.975, xi=xi, omega=omega, alpha=alpha, solver="RFB")
ss = mu.weight*(mu - mu.model)^2
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ss = ss + sigma.weight*(log(sigma / sigma.model))^2
ss = ss + Q025.weight*(Q025 - Q025.model)^2
ss = ss + Q975.weight*(Q975 - Q975.model)^2
return(ss) }

}

skewer = function (x.mu, x.sigma, x.Q025, x.Q975,
mu.weight=1, sigma.weight=1, Q025.weight=1, Q975.weight=1)

{
x.Start = c(x.mu, x.sigma, 2)
x.o = optim(par=x.Start, fn=fSkewNormal, method="Nelder-Mead",

mu=x.mu, sigma=x.sigma, Q025=x.Q025, Q975=x.Q975)
x.xi = x.o$par[1]; x.omega = x.o$par[2]; x.alpha = x.o$par[3]
x.delta = x.alpha/sqrt(1+x.alpha^2)
mu.HAT = x.xi + x.omega * x.delta * sqrt(2/pi)
sigma.HAT = x.omega*sqrt(1-2*x.delta^2/pi)
Q025.HAT = qsn(0.025, xi=x.xi, omega=x.omega, alpha=x.alpha, solver="RFB")
Q975.HAT = qsn(0.975, xi=x.xi, omega=x.omega, alpha=x.alpha, solver="RFB")

curve(dsn(x, xi=x.xi, omega=x.omega, alpha=x.alpha),
from=mu.HAT-4*sigma.HAT, to=mu.HAT+4*sigma.HAT, n=1001,
xlab="Measured Value", ylab="Prob. Density",
col="Blue", lwd=2, axes=FALSE)

axis(1, lwd=0.5); axis(2, lwd=0.5)
abline(h=0, col="Gray", lwd=0.5)
points(c(x.mu, x.Q025, x.Q975), rep(0, 3), pch=18, cex=1, col="Red")
points(c(mu.HAT, Q025.HAT, Q975.HAT), rep(0, 3),

pch=5, cex=1.5, col="Red")
segments(x.mu-x.sigma, 2*par()$cxy[2],

x.mu+x.sigma, 2*par()$cxy[2], col="Red")
segments(mu.HAT-sigma.HAT, 2.5*par()$cxy[2],

mu.HAT+sigma.HAT, 2.5*par()$cxy[2], lty=3, col="Red")

return(invisible(list(xi=x.xi, omega=x.omega, alpha=x.alpha,
mu=mu.HAT, sigma=sigma.HAT,
Q025=Q025.HAT, Q975=Q975.HAT)))

}

symmetricalBootstrapCI = function (x, estimate, coverage) {

## INPUT : x = Numeric vector with boostrap replicates
## estimate = Value where to center coverage interval
## coverage = Coverage probability (between 0 and 1)
## OUTPUT: Expanded uncertainty U95 for 95 % coverage

m = length(x)
Umax = max(abs(x - estimate))
Udelta = (max(x)-min(x))/m
x1 = Umax
x0 = 0
iteration = 1
while ((iteration<1e7) && ((x1-x0)>Udelta))

{
iteration = iteration + 1
x3 = (x1 +x0) /2
if(sum((estimate-x3 <= x) &

(x <= estimate+x3))/m < coverage) {
x0 = x3 } else { x1 = x3 }

}
return((x1 + x0)/2)

}
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Ba = list(w=174, uw=5, Lwr95=166, Upr95=186)
Sr = list(w=169, uw=5, Lwr95=160, Upr95=178)

Ba.skew = skewer(Ba$w, Ba$uw, Ba$Lwr95, Ba$Upr95)
Sr.skew = skewer(Sr$w, Sr$uw, Sr$Lwr95, Sr$Upr95)

K = 1e6
Ba = rsn(K, xi=Ba.skew$xi, omega=Ba.skew$omega, alpha=Ba.skew$alpha, tau=0)
Sr = rsn(K, xi=Sr.skew$xi, omega=Sr.skew$omega, alpha=Sr.skew$alpha, tau=0)

BaSr = Ba/(Ba+Sr)
BaSr.x = huberM(BaSr)$mu
BaSr.u = Qn(BaSr)
BaSr.U95 = symmetricalBootstrapCI (BaSr, estimate=BaSr.x, coverage=0.95)

D = density(BaSr, from=0.47, to=0.545, adjust=1.25, n=2^{11})
plot(c(0.47, 0.545), range(D$y), type="n", axes=FALSE,

xlab=expression(italic(w)(plain(Ba))/
(italic(w)(plain(Ba))+italic(w)(plain(Sr)))),

ylab="Prob. Density")
axis(1, lwd=0.5); axis(2, lwd=0.5)
iL = which.min(abs(D$x - (BaSr.x-BaSr.U95)))
iU = which.min(abs(D$x - (BaSr.x+BaSr.U95)))
polygon(c(D$x[iL], D$x[iU], D$x[iU:iL]),

c(0, 0, D$y[iU:iL]), col="Pink", border="Pink")
abline(h=0, lwd=0.5, col="Gray")
segments(D$x[iL], 0, D$x[iU], 0, lwd=1, col="Red")
lines(D$x, D$y, col="Blue", lwd=2)
points(BaSr.x, 0.25*par()$cxy[2], pch=18)
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